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Introduction & Acknowledgments
Robert Chung
Process Control

Test Targets 6.0 was published in November, the time of
autumn harvest. Like planting that involves planning,
seeding, irrigating, growing, weeding, and harvesting, I like
to take the opportunity to describe the publishing process
where ideas, knowledge, people, resources, and supports
all came together. In doing so, I want to acknowledge
those who helped make the sixth edition of Test Targets
a reality.

There are three papers published under the heading of
process control. My colleague, Franz Sigg, provides insight
into the measurement of resolution and contrast. Through
his writing, you will gain an understanding as to why AM
screen ruling of 150 lpi has been a de facto standard; and
how contrast and resolution are related to each other.
Dimitrios Ploumidis, an alumnus of Test Targets 5.0, wrote
the second paper. When Wandee Poolpol of Eckart America
hosted the metallic pigments manufacturing plant tour at
its Painesville, Ohio facilities in April 2006, Dimitrios
was able to explore process control issues in metallic
color printing using commonly available measurement
methods. Doug Caruso, an alumnus of Test Targets 4.0,
wrote the third paper. Knowing ink-and-water balance is
key to temporal consistency of a sheet-fed offset press, he
discusses his process improvement effort with the use of the
continuous dampening system in his printing company.

Planning & Distribution
When farmers contemplate what to plant, they think about
factors such as what to grow, soil, weather, water, yield, etc.
There is a small group of people who drive the Test Targets
publication. When we contemplate what to publish, we
know that content is focused on printing process control,
color management, and quality assurance; we search for
new ideas, listen to suggestions, and push the boundary
farther out; we know the importance of peer review to
demonstrate excellence in research and scholarship.
When farmers consider what it takes to plant, they think
about factors such as manpower, tools, investment, etc.
When we consider what it takes to publish, we know the
manpower involves faculty, staff, students, and alumni
as authors and print production personnel; we know
the importance of administrative support and financial
assistance; we know the importance of internal and external
supports.
Farmers sell their produces to the public. We use
Test Targets as course materials and give them away as
mementos to visitors on campus. We also distribute them
free-of-charge at a few selected printing and publishing
industry events.

Color Management
There are three papers published under the heading of color
management. Being curious to learn if different profile
target layouts and patch sizes would impact colorimetric
accuracy of printer ICC profiles, I approached the problems
by first finding out spatial uniformity of a device and then
simulating color accuracy with the use of ColorThink 3.0
Pro. The second paper, entitled “Implementation of PDF/
X-3 in Production,” was co-authored by my colleagues
Michael Riordan, Fred Hsu, and I. We performed a number
of PDF/X-based workflow experiments using NexPress
and its NexStation RIP as the testing bed. The findings
are both documented and illustrated in this issue of Test
Targets. The author of the third color management paper is
Henry Freedman, an RIT graduate in the 1970s. It was his
Technology Watch Newsletter that first demonstrated color
match between digital color printing and offset. We invited
him to share his experiences with the readers while we put
together a test page to demonstrate the cross platform color
match between the NexPress and the Heidelberg sheet-fed
offset press. In this case, sRGB images were converted and
printed by sheet-fed offset; we then convert color images
from the offset color space to the NexPress color space with
the use of an ICC device link profile.

In This Edition
Test Targets is a collection of scholarly papers contributed
by faculty, students, and alumni of Rochester Institute of
Technology. We realize the importance of having faculty
set examples as authors for students to follow. We have a
three-course sequence over a time span of a year to prepare
students to publish their first articles when completing
Tone and Color Analysis, Printing Process Control, and
Advanced Color Management. In this instance, Test Targets
6.0 is a part of the course content in the Advanced Color
Management course.
ii

Quality Assurance

in PostScript by Franz Sigg, became an elegant design
feature.
There are three workflows used in producing this edition
of Test Targets: PDF/X1-a, PDF/X3, and legacy workflow.
PDF/X1-a is used to produce most of the papers. In the
early device-binding workflow, text files were initially
created in Microsoft Word files; figures and images were in
RGB spaces and were converted to the press CMYK space;
texts and CMYK images were paginated in Adobe InDesign
CS2; they were distilled to PDF/X1-a prior to sending to
PAL’s Prinergy workflow via a campus network. PDF/X3
is used to produce a section of the paper involving PDF/X3
implementation as well as the two pages demonstrating
cross-system color agreement. Legacy workflow is used
to produce the Test Form section of the Test Targets that
involves placing CMYK files without embedded profiles.

Matthew Rees is a graduate student enrolled in the Advanced
Color Management course. Matt and I co-authored the last
paper in Test Targets 6.0 on the need to bridge traditional
standards and digital printing standards together. From
a quality control and assurance point of view, traditional
printing standards cover process control aims, but did not
address visual defects as a measure of acceptable quality
level. As digital printing standards are being developed,
Matt and I are pleased to report the work of ISO 13660 and
ISO 19751 where visual defects are defined, quantified, and
specified as engineering requirements in the evaluation of
digital printing system performance.

Gallery of Visual Interest
In addition to scholarly papers, Test Targets entertains its
readers with a Gallery of Visual Interest. In this issue, we
picked up a few favorites from past editions; we introduced
a new research dimension, Pictorial Color Reference
Images or PCRI (pronounced pee-cree). We added a bitdepth demonstration, courtesy of my colleague, Michael
Riordan; we added visuals that illustrate the use of Highlight
and Shadow Adjust tools in Photoshop CS2 to salvage
problem digital images; we enlarged the ΔEab vs. ΔE00
demonstration at two color difference magnitudes, ΔE of
5 and 10.

Acknowledgments
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Testing for Resolution and Contrast
Franz Sigg

Key Words

dimensional; a curve is required to describe the contrastresolution capability of a system.
The units for addressability are commonly dpi or dots
per inch. This is not a well chosen term because the term
dots has long been reserved for halftone dots. Therefore it
is suggested that a better term is spots per inch or spi.

addressability, resolution, contrast, modulation transfer
function, contrast sensitivity function, screening.

Abstract
Resolution and addressability are often confused. This
article attempts to explain resolution and show how it is
a function of contrast, and how it depends on the human
visual system and the technology used to reproduce an
image.

Test Targets for measuring resolution
The traditional way to measure resolution in photography
is by using a test target with parallel line sine waves that get
finer and finer. The original target has a constant amplitude
for all line widths (Figure 1).
When such a target is reproduced, there is always a certain
degree of system unsharpness which limits resolution. The
very high frequencies can therefore not be reproduced at
full contrast.
The Modulation Transfer Function or MTF curve
describes how the ratio of original contrast versus
reproduced contrast (modulation) changes as a function of
frequency. Sometimes people just report at what frequency
lines can no longer be seen. That is where the MTF curve

Introduction

Original with
constant amplitude

Did you ever think about the role of the visual system in
the design of an imaging system? Did you ever wonder
why black type is easier to read than gray type? They both
have the same resolution. Or why the 150 lpi screen has
become a standard?
It is obvious that resolution or resolving power is an
important aspect of image quality. Resolution can be
defined as a measure of the ability of an input device to
record, or an output device to reproduce the fine detail
of an image. Although this is a correct definition, there is
more to it, which will be discussed below.

Modulation

Reproduction with
limited resolution

Resolution, addressability and contrast
The term resolution is often misused. People say resolution
but then report sampling rate or addressability. These are
not the same.
Resolution is a function of contrast, addressability is
not. When differences in gray level cannot be perceived,
then there is no resolution. Resolution not only has to
do with how closely spots can be placed but also whether
gray levels can be distinguished. Generally, it is possible to
obtain higher spatial resolution with high contrast image
detail than with a low contrast detail.
Resolution can be measured in terms of cycles per
millimeter, where one cycle is a pair of a dark and light
line. Because resolution is a function of contrast, it is two

1
Modulation Transfer Function
0

Frequency

Figure 1: Modulation Transfer Function
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Figure 2: Contrast versus resolution on log scales

Figure 3: Resolution capability of the eye, at reading
distance.

hits zero modulation. This point is relatively easy to see,
while the other points on the curve need measurements
for determination.
Figure 2 is a visualization to show that resolution is
dependent on contrast (Izumi Ohzawa). Very fine image
detail can be reproduced at high contrast while it can no
longer be seen at low contrast (upper right corner).
For digital reproduction systems, square waves rather
than sine waves are often used. The resulting measure is
called Contrast Transfer Function (CTF), not MTF.
Different printing technologies have different capabilities.
A 720-spi 6-color inkjet printer may be able to reproduce
finer low contrast color image detail than a 2540-spi 4-color
offset print. Resolution for output devices does depend on
addressability, but it also depends on screening algorithms,
bitdepth (number of gray levels at which each spot can be
imaged), mark size, and color. Resolution requirements for
the black printer are much higher than for yellow. If marks
are bigger than the allotted spot size, then a checker board
pattern of single spots may not be resolved.

that get finer and finer on a logarithmic scale. One dark and
light line pair represent one cycle. The number of cycles per
millimeter is an indication of frequency. The vertical axis
indicates the normalized contrast ratio between a dark and
light line. When the lines are thick, they are distinguishable
as being dark and light which means that there is visible
modulation. As the lines get very fine (no longer resolved
as separate lines), a uniform density is perceived, which is
an average between the black and white lines. At this point,
there is no more contrast, all modulation is lost (see also
Figure 1).
The curve indicates that humans perceive the highest line
contrast at a frequency of about .5 cycles per millimeter
(line width = 1 mm) at a reading distance of 30 centimeters.
Interestingly, modulation goes down, not only as the lines
become finer, but also as the lines become coarser (see
also Figure 2). As modulation becomes less, the black lines
are perceived as a little less black and the white lines are
perceived as a little less white. For frequencies of about 6
cycles per millimeter or more, modulation is so low that
we see a uniform area rather than separate lines. This is the
reason why halftone screens, whenever possible, are chosen
to be at least 6 lines per millimeter which is the same as 60
lines per centimeter or 150 lines per inch. If screen ruling
is coarser than 150 lpi, then a “normal observer” starts to
see the halftone dots at reading distance.
So far we discussed spatial resolution, but there is
also another resolution which could be called gray level
resolution. The question is: how small a density difference
could we still perceive as an edge between two larger areas?
Experimentally we find that, for a midtone, tone value
differences of less than 1% are no longer perceptible.
Spatial and gray level resolution are interrelated.
Increasing one reduces the other. Look at the circular

Resolution of human vision
When studying resolution, a single component cannot be
isolated, because we always look at a whole system. Part of
this system includes the human observer. High resolution
capability of a printing system (FM screening) may be
useless when that resolution is beyond the capability of
human vision. Perceived resolution also depends on viewing
conditions: illumination, viewing distance, magnification
(reading glasses, loupe). All of these need to be defined and
documented to get meaningful results.
The resolution capability of normal human vision is
shown in Figure 3 (Campbell and Robson, 1968). The
horizontal axis shows fine image detail in terms of lines
2
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Resolution is vision related. To compare contrast-resolution
capability of diverse output systems, a test target is needed
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Contrast-Resolution Test Target

Output device: Acrobat Distiller 7.0.5 Addressability: 600 spi, 42.3 μ/spot

© Franz Sigg, 2005

graphic on inside title page. The same color is printed for
all circles. Yet do you see the same color for all circles?
This is an example of local adaptation of the eye. The eye
tries to increase contrast and resolution to see more detail.
This results in a change of color and local contrast. This is
perceptual, what is seen cannot be measured.
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Figure 4: Contrast-Resolution Test Target

The circles are defined as vectors, not as a bitmap, therefore
no image pixels are sent to the RIP.
In the vertical direction, there are 10 logarithmically
spaced columns with line frequencies ranging from 6.25
to 0.625 cycles per millimeter. In the horizontal direction
there are 10 logarithmically spaced rows with contrasts
ranging from 100% to 1%.
Column A contains all circles with a contrast of 100%:
the white circles have zero tone value, the black circles have
100% tone value. These circles can be generated with the
addressability grid alone, no screening is needed. Therefore
this column will show the highest resolution of all the
columns. As soon as contrast is less than 100%, screening
is required, which degrades resolution.
The circles can only be resolved when the spots are
smaller than the width of the circles. At 6.25 cycles per mm,
addressability has to be at least 318 spi for this to happen. If
addressability is too coarse, the resolution label for that row
will be shown in gray rather than black as a warning.
Besides each column, there is a vertical gray strip with
50% tone value. It is a visual reference indicating the
average tone value of the circles.
The Contrast-Resolution Test Target is normally only
used for the black printer because it is easiest to evaluate,
and chances are that the resolution capability of the
printing engine for the black printer is no different for the
other colors. (However, if needed, the target can be imaged
in any of the CMYK colors. To change the color, the color
variable in the header of the EPS file can be edited by the
user with a text editor.)
Note that the lower right corner of the target is where we
do not see and cannot reproduce detail anymore. This is the
region where compression algorithms remove data.

Factors that influence resolution
There are four different frequencies that interact with one
another to form an image on an output device. The first
frequency is the image detail such as the threads of textiles
or hair of a portrait. The second is the pixel pattern of the
image which is to be printed. This pixel pattern is the input
to the RIP. The third is the addressability grid of the output
device. The RIP maps the pixel pattern to the addressability
grid and then decides, for each addressability location,
whether to turn on or off that spot. The fourth frequency
is the screening pattern.
Some printing engines are capable of imaging a given
spot at more than one gray level (electrostatic printers,
dye sublimation or inkjet). Such devices are said to have a
bit depth of more than one. Traditional printing methods
(offset, flexo) are binary in nature and only have a bit depth
of one. For all these systems a halftone screen is necessary
to produce the gray levels. Halftone cells contain several
spots which, depending on how they are turned on, form
the desired tone value.
All of these frequencies have the potential to cause moirés
with one another. And they can limit resolution. Therefore
it is quite possible that on the same output device, different
RIP settings or different RIPs may show considerably
different contrast-resolution performance.

Contrast-Resolution Test Target
The Contrast-Resolution Test Target shown in Figure
4 consists of a two dimensional array of patches, each
of which contains concentric circles of varying size and
contrast. These circles represent a sampling of image detail.
3
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Figure 5: 3.2 x Microphotograph from dye sublimation print, 1200 spi, 150 lpi AM dot screen.

Figure 6: 3.2 x Microphotograph from electrostatic print, 600 spi, 85 lpi dot screen.

Figure 7: 3.2 x Microphotograph from electrostatic print, 600 spi, 200 lpi horizontal line screen.

4

Evaluation of the Contrast-Resolution
Test Target

Conres_27.xls Excel Workbook for data
analysis

To avoid limitations in resolution by the observers vision,
it is recommended to use a weak magnifying lens with a
power of about 2 X and good illumination. Observation
starts from the top of column A going down, noting
how gradually a moiré forms between the circles and the
addressability pattern. The question that the observer
needs to answer is: which is the finest patch that
still can be recognized as a circular lines patch and
where no lines or spaces are missing or overlap. (The
lines might however be chopped up by the halftone
pattern). The resolution of this patch is recorded. If too
much ink or toner is applied, the spots become too big and
resolution is limited.
Next, moving sideways to column B, verify whether less
resolution is obtained (because of the halftone pattern that
is needed because column B has less contrast). Again, the
step with the just-resolved circles is recorded. This process
is repeated for the remaining columns. Figures 5 to 7 show
microphotographs of prints from different devices.
Because the found patches are just barely recognizable as
resolved circles, they are marginal in quality, and a certain
insecurity remains as to which one to choose. In fact, it is
expected that different observers choose different patches.
Even after training, observers do not necessarily always
agree. Therefore, it is desirable that more than one observer
does the evaluation, and an average response is recorded.
This leads to more accurate evaluations (Harper, Sigg and
Granger, 2001). When reporting results, the number of
observers should be stated.
An Excel workbook was developed that facilitates
recording and evaluation of observations from the Contrast
Resolution Test Target.

The Conres_27.xls workbook provides a convenient tool for
data entry and display. Its first worksheet has instructions
for usage. Data from 8 different systems can be entered,
and for each system up to 3 samples (observers) can be
recorded. Figure 8 is an example of the graphs generated by
the workbook. The data shown comes from the prints of
figures 5 to 7, recorded by a single observer. These examples
demonstrate the important influence of screening.
For each system, Conres_27.xls calculates a ContastResolution Index, which is the area under the curves of
figure 8. A larger index means better performance. The
CR Index is a relative number based on the contrast and
resolution ranges set in the Contrast-Resolution Test
target and this method of evaluation. It can be used in
comparative studies. The highest value found so far for any
printing system was less than 70.
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Process Control for Metallic Color
Printing Using Commonly Available
Metrology in the Graphic Arts
Dimitrios Ploumidis
Keywords

Introduction

metallic ink, process control, densitometry, colorimetry

Metallic colors are used in the graphic arts to provide a
higher visual appeal to the printed product. The visual
appeal is achieved due to the strong reflection of light
from the metallic flakes that are dispersed in the vehicle of
the ink and are laid down on a predominantly horizontal
orientation, behaving like mirror-like surfaces that have a
strong specular reflection.
Metallic colors contain copper or aluminum powder
that result in a gold or silver metallic effect respectively.
Alloys of copper and zinc, with increasing zinc content,
produce different hues of gold that range from yellowish
to reddish.
The goal of the printer is to achieve consistent color
reproduction with excellent mileage that assures the
demanded visual appeal with the least amount of metallic
color laid on the substrate. The importance of printing
with the appropriate amount of ink lies on the high cost
of metallic colors and on printability and runability issues
that are related to the behavior of the metallic ink on the
press.

Abstract
There is a need for consistent metallic color printing at the
longest possible ink mileage while achieving the demand for
visual appeal. This paper describes an initial exploration of
process control of metallic color using commonly available
metrology in the graphic arts. In this methodology, spectral
reflectance data across the visible region are measured using
0/45 geometry with and without a polarized filter. Spectral
reflectance values are, then, used to derive densitometric
(Status T and Status I) and colorimetric (CIELAB and
CIELCh) values. They represent potential process control
parameters for metallic color printing.
Two sets of metallic color samples were measured. One
set represents six different formulations of bronze metallic
colors at two different ink film thicknesses (IFT). The other
set represent a single silver sample with six IFT variations. To
determine which one of the color measurement parameters
provides the most sensitive response to ink film thickness
(IFT) variation among metallic samples, correlations
between IFT, representing the independent variable, and
densitometric and colorimetric parameters, representing
dependent variables, were investigated.
It was concluded that polarized readings are more
sensitive to IFT changes than unpolarized readings for both
metallic colors, both for Status T and Status I densities, as
well as lightness (L*). Status I density readings of the blue
filter are more sensitive than Status T density readings for
bronze metallic colors. For the silver metallic colors, there
is no difference between the two status densities, since the
visual filter is the same for both. The chromatic dimension
for bronze metallic colors, expressed either in chroma (C*)
or a* and b*, has a more sensitive response to IFT changes
without a polarized filter.

Literature review
The appearance of metallic colors is largely a function
of their spectral reflectance in combination with a wide
range of surface effects. This combination is difficult to
characterize and measure (CGATS/SC3 N 447, 2001).
Surface effects have primarily a specular reflection, and the
spectral reflectance involves mostly the scattered light that
is diffusely reflected from the ink film. The diffuse reflection
is caused by the light that is scattered in the ink film and
is diffused at the edges of the flakes. Thus, the smaller the
diameter of the flakes, the higher the diffuse reflection and
the higher the density reading at 0/45 geometry.

7

However, the thickness of the ink film that achieves the
desired appearance cannot be measured precisely from
commonly available instruments that utilize 0/45 or 45/0
measuring geometry, due to the strong specular reflection
of the light. Previous studies (Rosenberg, 2001; Mannig
and Verderber, 2002) explain that the reflection of light
from the metallic flakes is stronger than the “ideal white
diffuser” that is used as the reference for color assessment.
Densitometry compares the light that is reflected from the
unprinted surface (Io) to the light that is reflected from the
printed surface (I1), by means of D = log10 Io/I1. Since
the reflection of light from the metallic flakes is higher
than the reflectance of the unprinted surface, the density
reading of the white point might be drastically reduced.
Furthermore, CGATS/SC3 N447 (2001) notes that the
metallic appearance is not measured precisely by 0/45 or
45/0 geometry because the particular geometry does not
correspond to the exact angle of specular reflection.
Metallic appearance, however, is not the focus of
this paper, and as such Rosenberg’s study (2001) which
discusses this topic is of secondary importance. Likewise
for Matthew Adby's paper (2003) that describes metallic
luster measured by means of a sphere spectrophotometer.
Metallic luster is defined by Gary Field (1998) as the ratio
of specularly reflected light to the diffusely reflected light
from the same surface. The study of Mannig and Verderber
(2002) discusses the reduction of the effect of the specular
reflectance by utilization of polarized filters, having more
relevance to process control applications. The present paper
provides additional insight towards this direction.
Polarized filters block the scattered light that is reflected
from the metallic flakes. In this manner, polarized filters
significantly reduce the amount of reflection due to the
metallic mirror-like surface and increase the density
reading, allowing a more accurate measurement of ink film
thickness (IFT) (Sigg, 2005).
This study further proposes the use of narrowband Status
I density (20 nm bandwidth), instead of the wideband
Status T density (100 nm bandwidth) that is standardized in
the United States. Status T densities were defined to match
as closely as possible the spectral products historically used
in evaluating original artwork meant to be color separated
(ISO/CD 5-3, 2006). To achieve this visual match it was
important to ‘sample’ a wider range of wavelengths.
However, this decreased the sensitivity to the response at
the peak wavelength of the filters. Status I spectral density
is applicable to the evaluation of graphic arts materials
such as process ink on paper. Status I spectral densities are
derived from narrowband filters that amplify the spectral
reflectance at the peak wavelength of each filter, and as

such provide higher densities and higher sensitivity to IFT
variations (Kipphan, 2001).
Metallic colors, however, do not peak on the wavelength
where each filter is meant to measure. Bronze metallic
colors, having a primarily yellow hue, shall be measured
by the blue filter (dB). Silver metallic colors have a grey
hue, and they shall be measured by the visual filter (dV).
However, there is no difference in the visual filter between
Status T and Status I densities. The visual filter is calculated
for both status densities by formula dV=-log10(Y/100).
A final remark is that the calculation of L* is also based
on Y. This would mean that the response of both dV and
L* would be identical, if not for the logarithmic nature of
dV, that reduces the sensitivity for spectral products of
high reflectivity.

Objective
The objective of this paper is to evaluate the commonly
available metrology used for process control of metallic inks.
The focus is on metrology for process control of metallic inks
using 0/45 geometry. The spectral reflectance of a number of
different formulations of metallic colors will be measured both
with and without a polarized filter. The spectral reflectance
data will be converted to colorimetric values (CIELAB and
CIELCh) and densitometric values, using both Status T and
Status I densities.
The limitations of this paper is that the specification of
metallic inks will not be addressed, as it more closely related to
their appearance attributes. Moreover, the integrating sphere
geometry and goniospectrophotometry will not be addressed,
as they are not commonly available in printing plants.

Methodology
The measuring instrument used in this experiment will be the
GretagMacbeth Spectrolino Spectroscan spectrophotometer,
measuring the spectrum from 380 to 730 nm at 10 nm
intervals, and using a 0/45 geometry. The measurements will
be done both with and without a polarized filter.
The spectral data will be converted to Status T and Status
I densities, utilizing a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet that was
provided by Franz Sigg, Research Associate at RIT. The
colorimetric coordinates will be specified in CIELAB and
CIELCh, which will be exported from GretagMacbeth’s
MeasureTool 5.0.1. The illuminant used will be D50, and
the standard observer will be 10-degrees, because it is more
appropriate for uniform colored areas larger than a 4-degree
field of view.
The metallic color samples were created by Eckart
America L.P. using an IGT printability tester. Six bronze
metallic colors with different formulations were provided
8

and measured. Each bronze sample came at two ink film
thicknesses (IFTs), one low and one high. Additionally,
Eckart created one silver metallic color at six different
IFTs.
After the measurements and the computations, the data
were analyzed and evaluated by means of graphical analysis,
with the focus to relate the measurement responses with
relation to IFT changes.

The spectral measurements were then converted to
density readings. Figure 2 displays another bronze metallic
sample and it additionally includes the responses of the
Status I and Status T densities for the blue filter. It can be
seen that Status I filter samples the spectral reflectance over
a narrower range; and it has a higher peak that translates
into an amplified and thus higher and more sensitive
density reading. On the other hand, Status T density has
a lower peak that spreads over a broader range of the
spectrum.

Results
The results for the bronze metallic colors and the silver
metallic colors follow.

Spectral data
07-4874

0.50
0.45
0.40

Bronze metallic colors
The spectral reflectance of the low- and high-density bronze
metallic color samples was measured both with polarized
and unpolarized filter. Figure 1 displays the spectral
reflectance curve of one of the samples. The response of
the rest of the samples was identical. The orange lines
represent the low-density readings, and the green lines the
high-density readings. The squares and circles stand for the
unpolarized and polarized readings respectively. It can be
seen that the polarized filter results in lower reflectance (and
consequently higher density) for both IFTs. Additionally,
at the lower end of the spectrum, where the blue density
filter is used, the difference between the low- and high
- density for the polarized readings is larger than from the
unpolarized-density difference, meaning that polarized
filter readings are more sensitive to changes in IFT.
An additional observation is that the polarized filters have
flat responses for wavelengths higher than 500nm. This is
caused by the exclusion of the specular reflections from
the metallic surface that would have provided information
about the color appearance of the sample. In comparison,
the unpolarized readings are a not such a flat curve.
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Figure 2: Status T and Status I density spectral
reflectance responses for a bronze metallic color
sample.

Figure 3 analyzes the two different status density
responses of the same bronze color sample. The left
column displays Status T density and the right Status I.
It can be seen that Status I densities have higher readings.
Also, the polarized filters have higher readings for both
status densities (circles). More analytically, the density
difference between the polarized and unpolarized readings
is slightly higher for Status I (1.815-1.110=0.705 for Status
T and 1.95-1.23=0.72 for Status I). This is observed in all
the samples and illustrates the higher sensitivity to IFT
differences of Status I density.
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Figure 1: The spectral power distribution of one
bronze metallic sample.
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The analysis proceeds with the discussion of chroma (C*)
and lightness (L*) in CIELCh for the same bronze metallic
sample. In Figures 5-7 in the close up of L* it is observed that
the L* difference of the polarized readings (circles) for low and
high density is larger than the L* difference of the unpolarized
readings. On the contrary, chroma (C*) displays a larger
difference in the case of the unpolarized readings, which are
more sensitive to IFT differences.

Density
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Polarized High
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Figure 3: Status T and Status I density responses for
a bronze metallic color sample.

L*

Polarized High

L*

h

Table 1 displays the density difference for the blue filter
readings between all the low-density and the high-density
samples. It can be seen that for all the samples the Status
I polarized density reading is consistently higher. Second
most sensitive response is with the polarized reading
but with Status T density. Unpolarized readings are less
Table 1: Density difference of the blue filter for lowand high-density bronze metallic color samples.

ab plot_07-4871
Unpolarized Low

C*

Figure 5-7: L* and C* analysis of a bronze metallic
color sample.

Next, the colorimetric sensitivity of polarized and
unpolarized readings for bronze metallic colors is discussed.
Figure 4 displays an a*b* plot of the same sample. It
can be observed that unpolarized readings have a larger
chromatic difference, since the square spots are further
away from each other than the circle spots. This means
that unpolarized filters are to a degree more sensitive in
describing the chromatic variation due to IFT, even if they
fail to be as accurate with regard to lightness (L*).
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Figure 4: a*b* plot of bronze metallic color.
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Status T Status I
0.126
0.151
0.511
0.545
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0.167
0.507
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0.136
0.157
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0.161
0.520
0.550
0.110
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0.554
0.141
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0.447
0.461
0.132
0.154
0.509
0.533

sensitive, but still Status I densities have a higher sensitivity
than Status I densities.

Density _Visual Filter (dV)
polarized coated

unpolarized coated

1.2
1.1

Silver metallic colors
The analysis starts with the display of the spectral
reflectance for the silver metallic of 6 different inks that
vary from 0.52 dV to 1.29 dV. Figures 8 and 9 display the
spectral reflectances as read with a polarized (Figure 8)
and an unpolarized filter (Figure 9). It can be seen that
the responses are overall flat, due to the grey –achromaticappearance of the silver samples. A second observation is
that the polarized readings show more differences between
the IFTs. Finally, the unpolarized readings have a higher
reflectance due to the scattering of the light.
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Figure 10: Density reading of the visual filter for
polarized and unpolarized metallic samples of
varying IFT.
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Next, the colorimetric coordinate of lightness (L*) is
examined. It is seen in Figure 11 that polarized L* readings
provide a sensitive response for monitoring IFT variations
for process control. Specifically, the difference in L* for
polarized samples ranges of 25.0 DeltaL*, whereas for
unpolarized the difference is only 10.0 DeltaL*.
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Figures 8 and 9: Spectral reflectance of silver
metallic colors with a polarized (top) and an
unpolarized filter (bottom).
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Figure 11: The lightness (L*) response of polarized
and unpolarized readings of silver metallic color
samples of different IFTs.

As noted earlier, due to the grey appearance of the silver
metallic colors, the visual density will be used, which is the
same both for Status T and Status I densities. It can be seen
in Figure 10 that unpolarized readings have a flat response
and are not able to distinguish between the different IFTs.
On the other hand, polarized readings range from a density
of approximately 0.60 to a density of 1.10, being sensitive
enough to distinguish between the different IFTs.

Finally, Figure 12 displays the chromatic difference for
silver metallic colors. It is observed that there is no important
C* difference between polarized and unpolarized readings,
and moreover the C* reading is low, about 2.00 C*. This
indicates that there is no hue difference as well between
unpolarized and unpolarized readings, as that would be
insignificant due to the strong achromatic nature of the
samples.
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Conclusion
For process control of metallic color samples using 0/45
geometry, polarized readings have better sensitivity than
unpolarized readings in monitoring changes in IFT. This
holds true for both metallic color samples. Additionally, for
bronze metallic color samples, Status I densities are more
sensitive than Status T densities.
Likewise, polarized readings have a more sensitive
lightness (L*) response than unpolarized readings for both
bronze and silver metallic colors.
For the bronze metallic color samples, there was a difference
between the Status T and Status I density readings, with Status
I being more sensitive to IFT changes. For the silver metallic
colors however, since the visual filter is being used there is no
difference between the different status densities.
Analyzing the chromatic dimension for bronze metallic
colors, which can be expressed either in chroma (C*) or a*
and b*, it was concluded that an unpolarized filter provides
higher sensitivity. For the silver metallic colors, there was
no difference between the two filters, due to the strong
achromatic component of the silver color.
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Improving Printability on a Sheet-fed
Offset Press With Continuous Dampening
System Upgrade
Doug Caruso
Keywords

reference file in the Raster Image Processor that drives the
Epson 7600 inkjet proofer.
GRACoL specifications require that the printing press
meet and maintain certain aim points, among which are
specific solid inkdensities for the process inks.
While we strive to print to these specs, we are constantly
challenged by press conditions that are not conducive
to achieving inking uniformity across the sheet, nor
maintaining narrow-tolerance ink densities throughout
a production run. For example, a production run of 400
copies that adhere to the GRACoL press specs typically
require running a total of 1,600 copies, including 1200
makeready sheets, an unrealistic scenario from both a time
and financial standpoint.
The conventional dampening system on the 4-color press
had been a major roadblock in our need to enhance quality
and consistency of our work, reduce makeready times and
paper waste, and increase productivity by adding several
additional jobs during an 8-hour day.
This article evaluates and discusses changes and
improvements associated with a press upgrade from
a conventional dampening system to a continuous
dampening system. The findings of this study are pertinent
and timely for several reasons. There are thousands of
“legacy” conventional printing presses throughout the world
printing millions of pages of full color every day. With the
advent of color management systems, the need to print to
some accepted standard requires a more stable, responsive,
and predictable dampening system on these presses.
A conventional dampening system consists of a fountain
reservoir and roller and a cloth-covered ductor that
receives water from the fountain and distributes it onto
a chrome-covered oscillator. This roller then distributes
the dampening solution onto the form roller(s), which is
either cloth-covered or rubber (barebacks). The dampening
solution is ducted to the plate form only when the press is
on impression; the operator sets the amount of dampening
solution ducted to the plate. The operator can also override

dampening system, GRACoL, process control

Abstract
Increasing demand for shorter run lengths - as small as
200 copies - and having the ability to be profitable while
producing printed products that conform to a relevant
printing standard has been a continuous challenge for
many sheet-fed offset printers. To be profitable means
getting the job done with shorter press makeready time,
better inking uniformity, and better color and registration
consistency over time. This paper investigates the effect
of the continuous dampening system on printability of a
sheet-fed offset press. The results compare the printability
differences between the continuous and the conventional
dampening system.

Introduction
The company that I have co-owned since 1971 is a small
commercial printer in upstate, New York. A used 1983
Heidelberg MOV was purchased in 1995 to satisfy an
increasing demand for full-color printing jobs, consisting
of covers, calendars, posters, cards, brochures, flyers,
newsletters and catalogs for a wide variety of customers.
Average run length is approximately 700 copies; however,
color jobs with as few as 200 copies are becoming more
common.
The 4-color press is a basic model with manual ink
keys and no color console. Since there are few automatic
controls, job makeready and press operation require
some steps that have been eliminated by later technology
presses. For example, ink keys for all four units must be
adjusted manually for each job, depending on the ink
coverage requirements for each color plate. The color
management system at our company centers around
the GRACoL_TR004 sheetfed offset specification. The
GRACoL_TR004.icc profile is used in Photoshop RGB-toCMYK conversion of pictorial images, and also as the press
13

the system by adding additional solution to the ductor
while the press is idling, or turn off the system if there is
excess water on the plates.
While acceptable for our single, and two-color presses,
this system has many drawbacks when employed on the
conventional 4-color press. The amount of dampening
solution delivered to the plate is determined mainly by
the amount of solution being carried by the ducting roller
and can vary under different printing conditions. The
constant starting-stopping-adjusting-restarting iterations
required during makeready create changes in the ductor
roller wetness. Increasing or decreasing speed also affects
the amount of dampening solution on the ductor roller.
Other problems with a conventional dampening system
include uneven dampening across the plate, ghosting,
gear streaks, partial or total washout or scumming, loss
of substrate dimensional stability, scumming on the outer
edges of the plate because of shrinkage on the ends of the
rollers, and the formation of hickeys, artifacts and other
markings in image areas.
For these reasons, we replaced the conventional
dampening system on the press with a continuous
dampening system in January 2006. This system eliminates
the fountain and oscillator rollers. The form and metering
rollers are both ink and water receptive and create an
ink-water emulsion. The volume of fountain solution
carried at the nip between the rollers remains constant.
The amount of solution delivered to the plate is determined
by the pressure between the two fountain rollers and the
stripe between the form roller and plate; these settings
are determined at installation and not adjustable during
normal press operation. Unlike the conventional plate form
roller which is driven by the oscillator, the form roller on
the continuous system is driven off the same drive gear as
the plate cylinder. The amount of water delivered to the
plate remains constant; any excess solution is squeegeed off

by the form roller at the plate cylinder gap and returned to
the dampening unit.

Procedures
The majority of this study discusses changes and
improvements gleaned from the observations and feedback
of our press operators who have had the benefit of working
with both dampening systems. Because the upgrade affected
both makeready and operating performance, the observed
part of the discussion is presented as follows:
• A press makeready workflow chart used at our company
has been created to assess press makeready performance
based on the continuous dampening system, compared
with the conventional system.
• The impact of the dampening system on improving
the press performance, such as response time, spatial
uniformity, and temporal consistency is also discussed
in detail.
Several tests were also conducted to verify some of the
observations of our press staff.
• To test consistency over a typical production run,
the solid ink densities of a single ink key region were
measured at regular intervals. The solid ink density
values of 20 random sheets were measured during a 500copy production run. The values were compared with
those recorded during a similar test in January 2004 while
the conventional dampening system was still in use.
• To test the effect of increased press speed on solid ink
densities with the continuous dampening system, density
values of 20 randomly selected sheets in a single ink key
region printed at a speed of 5,000 iph were compared
with 20 randomly selected sheets printed at a speed of
7,000 iph during a 5,000-copy production run.

Figure1: Press makeready workflow.
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It is not the intent of this research to endorse any
particular manufacturer’s product; rather it is presented
to show the effect of the dampening system on press
printability during makeready and production.
In addition, some of the conventional dampening
system problems presented here may be unique to a single
situation and press, and may not be representative of issues
experienced by other printers.

Once the plates have been carefully mounted, registering
the crosshairs across and around the cylinder and skewing of
the plates is the most time-consuming and labor-intensive
task during makeready. It was during this iterative process
that the conventional dampening system (CONV) was the
most troublesome. Stopping the press for just five minutes
to make several registration adjustments dried the ductor
rollers to the point that 50 of more sheets were needed
on restart to obtain a scum-free copy. If water was added
manually on restart, partial or complete washout on oneor
more of the forms was frequently the unwelcome result.
Flooding the form with dampening solution during
makeready also compromised the dimensional stability of
the substrate, resulting in false registration readings on the
crosshairs, especially those on the outside edges on the trail
edge of the form (a condition referred to as “fanout”).
Since the amount of dampening solution remains
constant, never dries up or over-dampens, the continuous
dampening system (CONT) now allows the operator to
make multiple registration adjustments on a single stop
and receive feedback from those changes in as few as 10
sheets upon restart.
With the CONV, the ink/water balance changed with
the speed of he press. Thu it was necessary to makeready at
the same speed s the production run in order to establish
color consistency. The CONT’s ability to readjust ink/
water balance at any press speed allows our operators to
makeready at a much slower speed thanthe production run,
thereby further decreasing paper waste.
The CONV also disrupted the accurate setting of ink
keys and solid ink densities during makeready. Excess water
delayed feedback of ink key adjustments until ink/water
balance was reestablished - usually dozens of sheets later.
After the CONT upgrade, ink key adjustments begin to
affect ink densities more quickly.
On average, the CONV system required approximately
35 minutes and 450 makeready sheets, from mounting of
plates to beginning of production run. This was for a job
which we refer to as “eye-pleasing color” - i.e. the printed
job approximates the inkjet proof, the gray balance bars
are visually absent of any large color shifts, and the solid
ink densities across the ink key regions appear to be close
in value on visual inspection. At this quality level, densities
are not measured. The CONT cut the total makeready time
for this type of job to under 20 minutes and the waste to
an average of 125 sheets.
Closely matching the proof and printing to GRACoL solid
ink density aimpoints requires a much greater attention to
makeready procedures. Minor additional registration and
ink density adjustments are often necessary to achieve

Observed Changes and Improvements
To maximize productivity on a conventional press, every
aspect of the makeready and production run must be
considered. As shown in the accompanying workflow chart
(Figure 1), makeready actually begins by sorting the jobs by
sheet size, then sheet type, and finally similar ink coverage.
Nearly all of our jobs are imposed for either 19” x 25” or
12.5” x 19” sheet size. This reduces makeready time by
minimizing setup changes and constant readjusting of ink
keys for different paper sizes. Grouping forms with similar
coverage and presetting ink keys allows inking changes to
take effect while registration adjustments are being made.
A color control target strip is added to the bottom of all
imposed forms (Figure 2); the strip consists of solid patches
for C, M, Y & K; 50% C, M, Y & K; C, M & Y overprints;
and a 50C, 40M, 40Y gray balance patch adjacent to a
50%K patch. This strip is used for both visual assessment
and measured readings during makeready and production.
Each form also includes registration crosshairs on the
outside edges, horizontal and vertical center marks, and
bleed/crop marks.

Figure 2: Typical half-size (12.5”x19”) color form.
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this higher quality level. Adjusting ink keys so that the
density of each color across the entire form conforms to
set aimpoints remains a challenge requiring hundred sof
makeready sheets of paper. Our company’s procedure is
to first bring the densities into conformance and compare
the printed piece to the inkjet proof. If ink adjustments
are necessary to match the proof more closely, density aim
points are compromised. Once we have reached an OK
sheet, ink densities are measured and recorded and that
sheet is retained as the reference sheet.
The makeready for this level of quality still requires
over one hour and approximately 800 makeready sheets,
depending on job complexity. These types of jobs constitute
less than 10 percent of our volume; yet, the CONT now
allows us to attain and retain the tight density tolerances
required to maintain color consistency.
The CONV also adversely affected printability and
quality during the production run in several ways. The
dampening rollers required constant monitoring and
adjusting as the press speed changed. Otherwise, too much
solution on the plate resulted in loss of ink density values,
partial or total form washout or formation of water droplets
that were slung onto the image area of the blanket. Too
much water often resulted in doubling or slurring of the
image or misregistration between units. Conversely, too
little water caused scumming, plugging of halftone screens,
and an unwanted increase in ink densities.
Lack of proper cleaning and maintenan ce of the clothcovered ductor resulted in a high incidence of hickeys
and plugging of halftone screens. Improper settings on
the rollers also caused uneven dampening of the form. All
of these problems required frequent stop-start scenarios,
further compromising the fragile ink/water balance and
requiring several dozen startup sheets until the form was
clear and the ink densities were back to normal.
One other unavoidable problem inherent with the
CONV was uneven ink densities across the form, especially
with single-color solids and bareback water forms - a
condition called gear streaks.The streaking was so obvious
and egregious that it forced us to outsource many relatively
simple 2-color jobs.
For all intents and purposes, most of those CONV
dampening issues with which we struggled have been
alleviated or eliminated The CONT now allows us to
concentrate on quality and productivity improvements
that were previously not attainable. For example, uniform
inking is achieved much faster and easier, since there is no
longer a problem of ink emulsification. There is minimal
adjacency effect of large solids printed alongside screen
tints. Color transitions are more uniform throughout the

entire image with no mottling or other artifacts. Solid
colors exhibit less density variations across and around
the sheet.
Since there is minimal dampening of the substrate,
near-perfect registration can be maintained through the
production run, with no image issues caused by excessive
dampening, such as doubling or visible moiré patterns due
to sheet misregistration between printing units.
Finally, the ability of the CONT to maintain proper
ink/water balance at any press speed allows us to print
at much higher speeds while holding ink density values
more stable; that is a major productivity enhancement on
mid-to-long runs.

Testing consistency over time and press speed
Figure 3 shows a slight improvement in solid ink density
value consistency with the CONT (right graph) versus the
CONV (left graph), although both systems were within
GRACoL variability tolerances. The data from the CONV
were obtained from secondary research and no other tests
with longer run lengths were conducted on the CONV
system prior to its removal.
The test to verify consistency of the CONT at increased
press speed was conducted during a 5,000-copy production
run. The first half of the run was printed at 5,000 impressions
per hour, while the remaining 2500 sheets were printed at
a press speed of 7,000 iph. Figure 4 verifies that the density
values remained within GRACoL specification variations of
+/-.1 when the press speed was increased by 40 percent. The
average decrease in density values resulting from increased
press speed were: K .02; C .06; M .04; Y .03 respectively.

Conclusions
While the CONT has not transitioned our company into
a new business model or allowed us to compete regularly
with state-of-theart technology presses, it has nonetheless
significantly improved printability, quality and efficiency
of our makeready and production runs by eliminating or
minimizing most of the problems that we experienced
with the CONV. The greatest improvement has been the
ability to operate the press at its highest quality on each
job and maintain that quality throughout the production
run. Another improvement is that jobs can be run at a
40% faster speed than was possible with the CONV, while
still retaining acceptable color match, ink densities and
gray balance. Most importantly, the CONT has allowed
our company to complete two additional makereadies (of
production runs of 1,000 or less) in an eight-hour day.
The upgraded dampening system cost approximately
$40,000 and required 5 days for installation and training.
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Figure 3: Conventional dampening system solid ink densities (L) and continuous dampening system solid ink densities
(R) recorded over 500-copy production runs, printed in January 2004 and August 2006, respectively

Figure 4: Continuous dampening system solid ink density comparison recorded at press speeds of 5,000 impressionsper-hour (red data) and 7,000 impressions-per-hour (blue data)
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The Effect of Profiling Target
Variations on Colorimetric Accuracy
of Printer Profiles
Robert Chung
Keywords

the entire target would fit into an 8.5 by 11 page nicely. As a
matter of fact, the “Letter Size” page with one-inch margin
can accommodate 1,048 6mm patches.
When CGATS introduced the IT8.7/4 profiling target
with 1,617 6mm patches (CGATS, 2005), the magic world of
8.5 by 11 no longer could cope with the addition of patches
that were deemed necessary by the color management
communities. The only recourse without changing the
paper size while keeping the target intact is to reduce the
patch size. For example, if we reduce the patch size from
6mm to 4mm, we can accommodate up to 2,358 patches.
In addition to the increase in number of patches, CGATS
also introduced a random layout of the target along with
the visual layout. Figure 1a is a reduced size of the IT8.7/4
random target and Figure 1b is a reduced size of the IT8.7/4
visual target. See larger version of the IT8.7/4 targets in the
Test Form section of this publication.

ICC, profile, accuracy, colorimetry

Abstract
The ANSI IT8.7/4 profiling target has 1,617 color patches,
each with a patch size of 6mm. It is available in visual layout
and in random layout. It requires reduction in order to fit
the entire target in a letter-size publication. It is not clear
whether the colorimetric accuracy would be compromised
if the target size were reduced. In addition, it is not clear
if there is a significant difference in colorimetric accuracy
between the visual target and the random target. This paper
sets out to evaluate colorimetric accuracy of ICC profiles
made from two target layouts and two target sizes for two
digital printers using one color measurement system. It was
also found out that (1) the spatial color uniformity of the
device bears a larger impact on its colorimetric accuracy;
(2) the use of the random target over the visual target helps
improve colorimetric accuracy in the shadow region of the
color gamut; and (3) there is no significant difference in
colorimetric accuracy when reducing the patch size of the
random target from 6mm to 4mm.

Introduction
Many of us seem to live in the world of eight-and-half-byeleven. The notepad is 8.5 by 11; the magazine is 8.5 by
11; and the most popular paper size for desktop printers is
“Letter Size,” and that is 8.5 by 11 inches. Not surprisingly,
the dimension of the Test Targets publication is also 8.5 by
11. Having the same dimension helps to keep document
in a neat pile.
There is finite area in an 8.5 by 11 inch space. If we take
one inch out as margins, the printable area of an 8.5 by 11
page is 6.5 x 9 inches or 58.5 in2. This translates into 37,741
mm2 (one inch is equal to 25.4mm). You may question
what’s all the fuss!
When the first CGATS-endorsed profiling target, IT8.7/3,
came out in mid-1990s, it contained 928 6mm patches and

Figure 1: Two layouts of the IT8.7/4 target

Problem Statement
The first question raised in this research is the effect of
target layout, i.e., random vs. visual, on colorimetric
accuracy of a printer profile. The concept of randomizing
patches is believed to minimize inherent device noise, e.g.,
inking evenness, ink starvation, etc. The question becomes,
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Patch Size Induced Color Measurement Error
We were curious to learn if the color measurement error,
induced by the patch size, is assignable and significant.
The width of a color patch in the IT8.7/4 target is 6mm
wide. Typical diameter of a hold-down aperture of a color
measurement instrument is 5mm. The average illuminated
area, at the time of measurement, is about 4mm (Figure 3).

“To what extent is the random target more colorimetrically
accurate than the visual target?”
The second question is the effect of patch size on
colorimetric accuracy of a printer profile. The dimension
of IT8.7/4 with a patch size of 6mm no longer fits within
the letter size. The question becomes, “Is there an adverse
effect in colorimetric accuracy when profiles are generated
from reduced patch size?”

Literature Review
We were curious to learn if the colorimetric difference
between target layouts is assignable and is significant.
Simply stated, if the spatial uniformity of an output device
is high, patch layout of the profiling target should have no
impact on the colorimetric accuracy of the resulting profile.
However, if the spatial uniformity of an output device is
low, patch layout of the profiling target may have an impact
on the colorimetric accuracy of the resulting profile.

Figure 3: Schematics of patch dimension and
measurement spot

Spatial Non-uniformity
Spatial uniformity in process color printing is typically
expressed by the solid ink density responses of the process
color patches across the width of the press sheet (Chung
and Shimamura, 2001). There is no standardized method
for assessing colorimetric variations associated with
spatial uniformity. Researchers at Rochester Institute of
Technology devised a method to estimate spatial uniformity
of a CMYK output device with the use of two identical
IT8.7/3 (basic) color blocks with one rotated printed on
one sheet (Figure 2). Colorimetric difference between any
two correspondent color patches is calculated. The ΔE
distribution of all 182 patches in the target, arranged in
the form of cumulative relative frequency (CRF), becomes
a graphic depiction of the spatial uniformity of an output
device (Chung, 2006).

Spooner discusses the effect of color measurement error
due to patch size (Spooner, 2002). When the light of the
measuring instrument that illuminating in all directions
of a translucent substrate such as paper, some of the light
that diffuses laterally out of the lighted area diffuses back.
If the illuminated area is equal to the patch size, then some
laterally diffused light will exit through the sample edges
and back, and thus the measurement is influenced by
adjacent colors. He called such an effect, lateral diffusion
error (LDE). To avoid this type of measurement error, ISO
(1983) specifies that the patch size should be 2mm larger
on all sides from the illuminated area. In this case, we’re
concerned about the measurement error when reducing
the patch size from 6mm to 4mm.

Methodology
In this research, the IT8.7/3 (basic block or 182 patches)
target and the IT8.7/4 (full or 1,617 patches) target were
used as input in the digital imaging workflow. These
targets were printed to a KPG Approval color proofer
and a Xerox DocuColor 6060 digital printer. The GMB
Spectrolino/Spectroscan with a hold-down aperture of a
color measurement instrument is 5mm was used to measure
all color patches (CIELAB, D50, 2 degree). The GMB
ProfileMaker 5.0 was used for ICC profile construction
and CHROMIX ColorThink 3.0 Pro for data extraction
from ICC profiles. We used ΔEab to express the color
difference.

Figure 2: Two IT8.7/3 (basic) color blocks with
one rotated
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Testing the Effect of Target Layout
To test if there is a significant difference in colorimetric
accuracy between the visual target and the random target,
we chose two devices, KPG Approval and Xerox 6060
and the standard 6mm target for the experiment. It is
hypothesized that the 2,540 spots/in (spi) with dye diffusion
thermo transfer based KPG Approval is a spatially uniform
output device. Thus, the difference in target layout will have
less impact on colorimetric accuracy than that of the 600
spi dry toner based Xerox 6060. Below is the experimental
procedure for testing the effect of target layout:

patch sizes. The testing procedure is similar to Testing the
Effect of Target Layout.

1. Determine spatial uniformity of the devices by
printing two IT8.7/3 (basic) color blocks within a sheet.
The ΔE distribution (CRF curve) between individual
measurements and their averages is an indication of
the spatial uniformity or non-uniformity of the output
device. In addition, the average CIELAB values between
the two corresponding patches of the two targets represent
the reference values when assessing colorimetric accuracy
of ICC profiles made from different layouts and from
different patch sizes.
2. Construct ICC profiles, under the same CMYK
constraints using GMB ProfileMaker 5.0, by printing
the IT8.7/4 visual target and the IT8.7/4 random target
to KPG Approval and Xerox 6060.
3. Test colorimetric accuracy of these ICC profiles by
means of output simulation. This is done using the
Worksheet feature of ColorThink 3.0 Pro to perform
A-to-B or device-to-PCS color conversion. Briefly, a
CIELAB list can be generated from a CMYK list via a
specific ICC profile and absolute colorimetric rendering
intent. The CIELAB list represents the simulated outcome
of printing the CMYK target. Because no physical
printing device is used, there is no process variation
involved.
4. Compute colorimetric difference (CRF curve) between
the simulated output and the reference value established
in Step 1.

Spatial Non-uniformity of Output Device
The spatial uniformity of KPG Approval is shown in
Figure 4. Colorimetric differences were between individual
measurements and their averages. The ΔE statistics shows
that the median ΔE is 0.3 and the 90-percentile ΔE is 0.5.
The maximum ΔE of 4 was from the color patch ID 92
with %dot area value of 70C, 100M, 20Y, and 0K. This
purplish color patch has the largest spatial color difference.
Color patch ID 92 with a coordinate of H1 is located at the
bottom center of the IT8.7/3 (basic) target. There was no
physical flaw associated the patch and the cause of the color
difference was unknown.

Results
If there are colorimetric differences due to target layout or
patch size, the difference has to be relative to the inherent
spatial variation of the device. We will use the results of
the spatial uniformity which includes color measurement
system error as the starting point to discuss the effect of
target layout and patch size on colorimetric accuracy of
printer profiles.
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Figure 4: Spatial uniformity of the KPG Approval

The spatial uniformity of Xerox 6060 is shown in Figure
5. The ΔE statistics shows that the median ΔE is 0.5 and the
90-percentile ΔE is 1.2 with a maximum ΔE of 2.4. These
1.0

Testing the Effect of Patch Size
To test if there is a significant difference in colorimetric
accuracy between patch sizes, we choose KPG Approval
with both the 6mm (visual and random) and the 4mm
(visual and random) targets as the testing condition. A
limiting factor of the experiment is that only one color
measurement instrument with a 5mm hold-down aperture
is used in the experiment. It is hypothesized that if there
is patch size induced measurement error, there are larger
colorimetric errors in the ICC profiles built from reduced
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Figure 5: Spatial uniformity of the Xerox 6060
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two CRF curves of Figure 4 and 5 help verify that KPG
Approval has more spatial uniformity than Xerox 6060
digital printer.

little effect on their colorimetric accuracy.
More importantly, Figure 6 shows that there are more
occurrences of large ΔE (greater than 4) values in the visual
target than in the random target. Upon further analysis
with the use of ΔE sorting feature in the ColorThink 3.0
Pro (Figure 7), these color patches were found to be all
4-color black tints with patch ID from 129-134 in the
IT8.7/3 target.

Colorimetric Differences Due to Target Layout
To test the colorimetric accuracy of ICC profiles by means
of output simulation, a CMYK list of the IT8.7/3 (basic)
target was set up in ColorThink 3.0 Pro as a Worksheet.
By specifying an ICC profile and absolute colorimetric
rendering intent, the software transforms the CMYK list
into a CIELAB list via the B-to-A look-up table (LUT). This
is how we simulate the output device without temporal
process variation.
The CIELAB list derived from the above simulation
is known as the sample. The sample CIELAB list and
the reference CIELAB list, derived from step 1 of the
methodology, are used to calculate ΔE between them.
The comparison of colorimetric accuracy between target
layouts of KPG Approval is shown in Figure 6. Curve A is
the spatial non-uniformity of KPG Approval, as described
in Figure 3. Curve B is the colorimetric difference induced
by the IT8.7/4 6mm version of the visual target. Curve C is
that of the 6mm version of the random target.

Figure 7: Color patches with ΔE values greater than
4 found in the Approval visual target

There was only one color patch with ID 92, as shown in
Figure 8, having a ΔE larger than 4 in the random target
and the patch is made up of 70C, 100M, 20Y, and 0K, the
same color patch that was found to have the largest color
difference due to spatial non-uniformity. Thus, the use of
the random target over the visual target can help improve
colorimetric accuracy in the shadow region of the color
gamut.
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Figure 8: Color patches with ΔE values greater than
4 found in the Approval randomized target

Figure 6: Printer profile performances between two
target orientations of the KPG Approval

Figure 6 shows that the colorimetric error, induced
by output simulation, is greater than 0.7 ΔE at the 50
percentile. The quantity is almost three times greater than
the spatial non-uniformity of the Approval or 0.25 ΔE.
This means that KPG Approval can match a colorimetric
specified color with any possible combination of CMYK
values with an average ΔE error of 0.7. This is an important
piece of information to keep in mind.
Figure 6 reveals differences in colorimetric accuracy
between the two target layouts. While the median ΔE from
the visual target is slightly smaller than that of the random
target, it was uncertain if such a difference is significant.
As stated earlier, KPG Approval is a uniform color output
device. Profiles made with different target layouts may have

The colorimetric accuracy comparison between target
layouts of Xerox 6060 is shown in Figure 9. Curve A is
A
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Figure 9: Printer profile performances between two
target orientations of the Xerox 6060
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the spatial uniformity of Xerox 6060, as described earlier.
Curve B is the colorimetric difference induced by the
IT8.7/4 6mm version of the visual target. Curve C is the
IT8.7/4 6mm version of the random target.
Figure 9 shows that colorimetric errors, induced by
Xerox 6060 output simulation, are greater than 1.5 ΔE
at the 50 percentile. The quantity is, again, three times
greater than the spatial non-uniformity of Xerox 6060 or
0.5 ΔE. This finding, summarized in Table 1, reconfirms
that colorimetric accuracy begins with spatial uniformity
that is inherent in the output device.

spatial uniformity of the Approval, as described in Figure
3. Curve B is the colorimetric difference induced by the
IT8.7/4 6mm version of the visual target and the curve C
is that of the IT8.7/4 4mm version of the same target.
Figure 10 shows that (1) the median ΔE between the
6mm and the 4mm KPG Approval targets is the same; (2)
there are more larger ΔE values induced by the reduced
patch size. For example, ΔE at the 90 percentile increased
from 1.9 ΔE to 2.6 ΔE as the patch size reduced from
6mm to 4mm. Spooner’s lateral diffusion error (LDE)
may very well explain why this occurred. But the effect
of lateral diffusion error did not support the two random
targets (Figure 11). As shown in Figure 11, colorimetric
differences are relatively small between the 6mm and the
4mm random targets.

Table 1. Comparison of colorimetric errors induced
by output simulation
∆E at 50 percentile
Spatial nonuniformity

Visual
target

A

Randomized
target

1.0

B

0.9

KPG
Approval

0.25

0.7

0.8

0.9

CRF Curves
C

Xerox
6060

0.5

1.7

Probability

0.7

1.5

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3

In term of the effect of target layout on colorimetric
accuracy of Xerox 6060 printer profiles, Figure 9 suggests
that the median ΔE from the visual target is slightly larger
than that of the random target. It is uncertain if such a
difference is significant. Figure 9 also shows that there are
more occurrences of large ΔE (greater than 4) values in
the visual target than in the random target. Using the ΔE
sorting feature in the ColorThink 3.0 Pro, we found out
that the same group of color patches with patch ID from
129-134 in the IT8.7/4 target yielded larger ΔE values from
the visual target as discussed in the Approval case. Both the
magnitude and the occurrence of larger ΔE (greater than
4) were reduced in the random target.
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Only one color measurement instrument, GMB
Spectrolino/Spectroscan, was used in the experiment.
The conclusion from this paper, thus, is limited unless
more measurement instruments with different hold-down
apertures are included. We recommend the inclusion of
more instruments with more hold-down apertures as a
follow-up study.
The approach to output simulation with the Worksheet
feature of the ColorThink 3.0 Pro was a new initiative in
this research. Colorimetric accuracy of printer profiles is
evaluated by taking color uniformity and reference color
values of the device into consideration.
Colorimetric accuracy of printer profiles has also been
assessed by other methods. For example, WMU Profiling
Review provides an objective assessment of current software
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If we step back and examine both Figure 10 and 11
together, we will see that (1) the random target tends to
yield more colorimetric accuracy than the visual target by
reducing the occurrence of larger ΔE, and (2) the random
target is less affected by the effect of reduced patch size.
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Figure 11: Printer profile performances between
patch sizes of the Xerox 6060
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Colorimetric Differences Due to Patch Size
Colorimetric accuracy of two KPG Approval profiles, i.e.,
Visual_6 and Visual_4, is shown in Figure 10. Curve A is the
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Figure 10: Printer profile performances between
patch sizes of the KPG Approval
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Anticipating IT8.7/4 in 1974?
Gerhard Richter, born in 1932 in Germany, is an artist. One
of his 1974 paintings, called 4,096 Colors, is the inspiration
for a stained glass window the artist has recently been
commissioned to make for the cathedral in Cologne.
The original is 254 x 254 cm, lacquer on canvas. It was
the last of 52 paintings, in a series titled "in Color Charts".
The painting itself sold for $3.7 million at Christie's in
2004.
Source: http://www.gerhard-richter.com/art/detail.
php?paintID=6089
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Figure 1: Early device-binding workflow

Abstract

In contrast, PDF/X3 favors “blind exchange” of color
data, whereby the file contains all profile information and
the RIP that follows is expected to accurately process the file
with little or no prior technical discussion. Figure 2 shows
PDF/X3 fully supports RGB, CMYK and Lab, making it ideal
for this type of late device-binding workflow.

The use of PDF in production workflows has steadily
increased, in large part, due to the articulation of the
specification of PDF/X standards, the two most widely used
PDF/X standards being PDF-X1a and PDF/X-3. While the
U.S. Printing Industry endorses the use of PDF-X1a for
file exchange widely, PDF/X-3 is only at the early stages
of adoption. This article describes a series of experiments
to evaluate the color agreement between PDF-X1a and
PDF/X-3 workflows. In this instance, print quality from
the PDF-X1a workflow serves as the reference. The same
images were reproduced under a number of PDF/X-3
workflow configurations and compared with the reference.
We learned the necessity of verifying proper workflow
configurations, e.g., correct profile embedding, output
intent, etc., in achieving color agreement between various
PDF workflows. We evaluated potential limitations of
preflight tools to detect flaws and also explored to what level
current RIPs support the conversion of multiple embedded
source profiles.
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Figure 2: Late device-binding workflow

The flexibility that PDF/X3 affords is a great asset but
also liability, as successful implementation of PDF/X3 files
during production is heavily reliant on very well-defined
production conditions and workflow implementation. This
article describes a series of experiments to evaluate color
agreement between PDF-X1a and PDF/X-3 workflows.

Methodology
To determine the effectiveness of PDF/X3 files in a print
production environment, a series of tests were conducted.
For benchmarking purposes, a PDF-X1a reference was
first established and then a series of individual tests were
performed to better understand the behavior of PDF/X3
files in a production environment. The NexPress 2100
digital press was used for all print tests and all prints were
produced on New Somerset Gloss text. The four tests
conducted are identified and explained below:

Introduction
Implementation of PDF/X in print production workflows
began with the adoption of the PDF-X standard (ISO
15930-1:2001). First published in 2001, the PDF-X1a
standard is used exclusively for print workflows and, during
PDF distillation, ensures that all colors are in or converted
to a common space and ready for print production. PDFX1a files are considered to be very reliable and their used
is widespread. The successful use of PDF-X1a is reliant
on the premise of an “open exchange” between the sender
and receiver of files, whereby information about how data
is prepared and exchanged is discussed. Figure 1 illustrates
how colors are converted and files are prepared with the use
of PDF-X1a in an early device-binding workflow.

Testing a Comparison of Early & Late Binding
The first tests conducted included eight separate image
files containing skintones, saturated colors, and natural
scenery. This broad spectrum of images was used to visually
evaluate the performance of the late binding conversions
of the PDF/X3 files as they compared to the early binding
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conversions made for the PDF-X1a files. For the reference,
the PDF-X1a files created contained image files that were
originally sRGB and were converted to the NexPress profile
using perceptual rendering intent to be included in the
PDF-X1a file sent to the NexPress. For the PDF/X3 files, all
images were left in their native sRGB with the assumption
that conversion performed by the NexPress RIP would
produce the same color result.

Lab values in the source file and embedded color profiles
that, if honored, would reproduce the test strip as a color
match to the Lab reference.
The final component of the test file was a Pantone swatch
library for skin tones. This series of 40 color patches was
taken as vector objects directly from Adobe Illustrator with
the intention of evaluating the color difference of the colors
produced from the PDF/X3 workflow against an actual
Pantone swatchbook reference via visual comparison and
calculation of ΔE.
This test form was distilled from the layout in Adobe
InDesign to a PDF/X3 file with the NexPress profile specified
as the Output Intent. As done above, a second version of the
same test form was also created by specifying the incorrect
Output Intent profile during PDF distillation.

Testing Multiple Embedded Source Profiles
To test the capabilities of PDF/X3 to enable predictable
color rendering in late binding workflows, a sample image
file with varying embedded profiles was repeated three
times on the same test form. The reference image in this
scenario began as an sRGB file and was converted to the
NexPress profile using Perceptual rendering. The two
remaining files were in RGB color mode, one with the sRGB
profile embedded and the other with AdobeRGB. During
distillation to PDF/X3, the Output Intent profile was set
to the same NexPress profile used during the conversion
of the reference. The hypothesis of the test is that the file
with sRGB embedded should match the reference precisely
and that the result from the AdobeRGB will differ from
the reference.

Results
Results of the corresponding test follow.

A Comparison of Early & Late Binding
As expected, the results of the early and late binding tests
revealed that the reproduction produced by each were a
very close visual match. Under close examination, there
were noticeable differences detected in the warmer colors
of each image file, with the results from the PDF-X1a files
producing slightly more saturated reds and magentas, but
the differences detected were not deemed significant enough
to likely result in rejection of either as a reasonable match
to the other. However slight, this deviation was unexpected
and, upon further analysis, variance in Color Management
Modules (CMMs) used during the transformation of the
PDF-X1a and PDF/X3 files was determined to be the most
likely assignable cause for the variation.
For a clearer understanding of the subtle nature of
the color differences that may result between early and
late binding scenarios, refer to the visuals contained
in Appendix A of this article. The two images that are
displayed there were processed exactly as the images were
for this experiment and display the same result.

Testing Output Intent Profiles
To test the reliability of the RIP to recognize the Output
Intent profile, a variation of this test was also conducted
using the same exact source files as configured above but
with a variance in the Output Profile setting. In place of
the correct NexPress profile, a custom profile that had
been manipulated to include a very strong magenta bias
was utilized instead. The hypothesis here is that, if the RIP
is PDF/X3 compliant, all three files should render with a
magenta bias when printed.
To test the ability of PDF/X3 to handle Lab image data,
a test form was produced containing three versions of the
same source image file: one as Lab, one as NexPress CMYK,
and a third as AdobeRGB. For simplicity of evaluation,
all three files were created to have the same Lab values,
meaning that a successful late binding conversion by the
NexPress RIP should result in three identical files.

A Comparison of Multiple Embedded Source
Profiles
As expected, results of the test produced a color difference
between the file derived from the sRGB and the AdobeRGB
file. Compared to results from the sRGB file, the AdobeRGB
source file resulted in a reproduction with a noticeable red
bias. In contrast, the sRGB source file produced a nearly
perfect visual match to the previously-noted CMYK
reference, differing only very slightly as a result of the
different CMM used for the transformation to CMYK.

Testing Conversion of Spot and Vector Objects
Also included on this test form were vectors objects
following a similar model for conversion. The vector
objects were arranged as a two-part test strip, one for RGB
and one for CMYK. Both parts contained an Lab reference
that had been defined as a spot color and then paired with
a number of RGB or CMYK components with equivalent
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Testing Conversion of Spot and Vector Objects
The other parameters being tested on this form included
color managed vector objects and the reproduction of a spot
color swatch library for skintones (Figure 3). In the case
of the vector elements, the NexPress RIP did recognize all
embedded profiles and created a reasonable match between
the RGB and CMYK objects and their Lab-defined spot
color reference. The RGB late binding transformations
created exact visual matches to the target condition and,
in the case of the CMYK objects, the nature of the slight
deviation was attributed to a possible anomaly in the
encoding of the target itself.

Appendix B displays four image files reproduced under
the exact conditions noted above and visual analysis of
the images displayed there reflect the results from the
experiment as described.

A Comparison of Output Intent Profiles
This test did not result in the outcome expected. Analysis
of both files printed revealed the results produced were
an exact match despite being assigned different Output
Intent profiles during PDF distillation. The assignable
cause for this result was determined to be from one of
three sources:
1. The “incorrect” profile containing the magenta bias
was not created correctly;
2. The NexPress NexStation RIP may not have been fully
PDF/X3-compliant and was not honoring the Output Intent
profile assigned; or
3. The NexPress NexStation RIP is fully PDF/X3compliant but the specific workflow configuration to enable
full PDF/X3 functionality may not have been implemented
properly.
The second test for the Output Intent profile confirmed
that the NexPress NexStation RIP was not recognizing the
assigned Output Intent profile and thereby did not appear to
be compliant with the PDF/X3 workflow requirements. As
in the previous test, the press test forms with the differing
Output Intent profiles created identical results in print.
To verify that the Output Intent profile had been created
correctly, a secondary test was conducted whereby the
“incorrect” (magenta-bias) profile was assigned as the
Output Intent profile and then sent to the Matchprint RIP
that drives the Xerox DocuColor12 printer. The Matchprint
RIP recognized the Output Intent profile assigned and the
resulting file confirmed that the “incorrect” profile had
been made correctly. Unlike the prints obtained through
the NexPress testing, the printed results from this single
Xerox DocuColor test resulted in a reproduction that was
almost entirely magenta. All RGB, CMYK, and K-only
(text) objects, both raster and vector, were successfully
transformed by the assigned Output Intent profile. It
should be noted that, in conformance with the PDF/X3
specification for the handling of spot colors, the objects
that were defined in Lab as “spot” colors were not effected
by the late binding profile transformation.
In order to help visualize the workflow and results from
Output Intent Profile implementation, Appendix C contains
screen shots that show how the PDF file tested was created
and verified. Two images, one a PDF with the “Incorrect”
profile assigned as the Output Intent Profile and one to
illustrate the expected result, are provided as well.

Figure 3: Spot color reference for skintones from
Adobe Illustrator

The skintones swatch test patches revealed that, while
each patch was part of a predefined skintones spot library in
the software, the spot color definitions were in fact defined
as CMYK spot color equivalencies and, as such, subject to
the same limitations of other device dependent workflows.
Visual comparison of the patches reproduced against the
digital swatch book reference revealed that the limitation
of the specific CMYK definitions resulted in printed
reproductions that did not match the target condition. This
was articulated through calculation of ΔE, and the results
can be seen in Table 1 below.
Table 1. ΔE of skintones between Pantone
swatchbook and spot color reproduction.

Calculated ΔE Between Reference and
Result for Skintones Spot Patches
2.9 2.4 2.2 1.5 2.0

2.6

2.3

2.1

1.6

2.3

2.6 3.6 3.1 2.6 1.9

2.3

2.2

1.7

1.7

4.0

6.7 3.8 5.6 7.2 8.5

2.7

4.8

8.4

1.9

0.6

2.2 5.7 8.5 9.8 9.5 10.8 14.2 15.5 10.9 11.2

The results of visual assessment and ΔE calculation
showed that there was significant deviation between the
colors defined in the reference and the color reproduced
in the final print. While these deviations are most notable
in darker more saturated colors, analysis of the source file
against the NexPress CMYK profile confirmed that all color
swatches were within gamut limits of the NexPress. The
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inference then is that, as the specific CMYK definitions
attributed to the source files are dependent on a specific
CMYK profile, a successful result of printing to different
CMYK conditions (e.g., NexPress) would have been
dependent on having the correct CMYK profile assigned
and on the RIP’s ability to make the conversion to the
Output Intent profile assigned which, as noted above, the
NexPress was unable to do in this instance.
Appendix D illustrates the test performed to verify the
color management handling for vector objects. The test pairs
two CIELAB reference patches against RGB and CMYK
test patches utilizing specific ICC profiles. Assuming the
workflow configuration is the same, the results displayed
should mirror the results described above.

It is important, however, to note that the specific cause
of this kind of disparity can come from several points
within the workflow. The specification of the Output
Intent Profile needs to be carefully monitored and verified
prior to implementation in production. The specific
configuration to enable the RIP to be PDF/X-compliant also
needs to be understood and very carefully implemented.
While the current version of many RIPs, including the
NexPress NexStation RIP, may be fully PDF/X3-compliant,
verification of all related settings and requirements is
necessary to insure this compliance during production.
As the RIP technologies begin to incorporate the
Adobe Print Engine and, upstream, JDF-driven models
for production begin to propagate, we are confident that
the PDF/X3 model will successfully offer the best of both
worlds, i.e., the simplicity in design and content creation
and the portability of color in late device-binding workflows
in a wide range of production scenarios.

Conclusions
The subtle differences in results between the early and
late binding workflows have implications in situations
where color critical proofs are required and the necessity
of being able to match both the rendering intents and the
CMM used became apparent during our testing. For digital
proofing workflows that hope to utilize PDF/X3 sources
files, the ability to monitor these variables is paramount to
achieving precise color agreement.
In a broader scenario of production, implementations
of the PDF/X standards will only increase. From testing
conducted in this research, we recognize the simplicity
of the PDF-X1a workflow presents in production and,
consequentially, the balance of the burden of converting
color data that PDF-X1a required in the earlier stages of
pre-media production.
From the tests conducted with PDF/X3 implementation,
we also recognize that all components of the workflow must
be very carefully tested prior to production. Our tests on
the NexPress NexStation RIP showed it to be PDF/X3compliant for most conversions, although it failed to
recognize the Output Intent profile during our final test. In
contrast, our testing with the same files on the Matchprint
RIP driving the Xerox DocuColor12 showed that it did
recognize Output Intent profiles and, in a production
scenario where design and production were remote (as is
commonplace), this type of disparity could result in very
poor color agreement between client expectations and
color results.
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Appendix A:
Early vs. Late Device Binding

To demonstrate the color agreement between a late
binding and early binding workflow, the illustration below
shows the same image file converted in each way. The image
half on the left was converted to NexPress CMYK prior to
page layout. The image half on the right remained in RGB
until the NexStation RIP converted it to CMYK. Can you
see the difference?

The PDF/X3 workflow enables the embedding of ICC
profiles for image and graphics files in both RGB and CMYK.
In doing so, the workflow allows for the transformation of,
or "binding" of, color content to occur at the earliest or
the latest stages in the production workflow. Further, as is
illustrated below, PDF/X3 supports the inclusion of both
RGB and CMYK content together in one file.

Early Device Binding

Late Device Binding
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Appendix B:
Multiple Embedded Source Profiles

The image below illustrates the possible visual impact
of utilizing different source profiles for the same image
file. The image was divided into quadrants, with different
embedded source profiles in each. Each profile was assigned
to the image file, a workflow decision that could impact
visual appearance. Can you see any difference between the
quadrants? Do any two look the same?

PDF/X3’s ability to embedded multiple source profiles
has many applications in production scenarios where
late-binding workflows for RGB to CMYK transformation
or CMYK to CMYK transformations are dersirable. This
workflow configuration enables designers and creative
professionals to maintain maximum flexibility during page
layout and premedia production.

Embedded Profile: sRGB

Embedded Profile: AdobeRGB

Embedded Profile: NexPress CMYK

Embedded Profile: SWOP CMYK
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Appendix C:
Output Intent Profiles

of a PDF file had embedded profiles and a common profile
was needed for final conversion. Here, to test this advanced
feature of PDF/X3, a profile with a strong magenta bias
was created to evaluate whether or not the Output Intent
Profile was utilized during RIP processing. Assuming the
RIP is fully PDF/X3 compliant and the specific workflow
configuration was setup precisely, the image below (Figure
1) should be completely magenta, as illustrated in Figure 2.
What was the result?

PDF/X3’s support for late binding workflows is enhanced
by its inclusion of Output Intent Profiles. The purpose of
this feature is to allow for the specification of a profile to
be utilized for color conversion by the next device that will
process the image file, most commonly the RIP. Most often,
the Output Intent Profile would be used in a production
proofing scenario whereby the image and graphic content

Figure 1: The image file processed as a PDF with an embedded
profile and the “Incorrect” (magenta-biased) profile assigned
for processing by the NexStation RIP

Figure 3: Color Management
Policies during PDF distillation.
Embedded profiles are preserved
and no change in color is made

Figure 4: The assignment of the
Output Intent Profile is made
during PDF distillation through
the settings for PDF/X. Here it
is set to the “Incorrect profile”
specified above
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Figure 2: The expected result from
the late-binding conversion to the
“Incorrect” (magenta-biased) profile
by the NexStation RIP

Figure 5: After the PDF of the
image file was made, it was
preflighted in Acrobat using
the preflight setting for PDF/
X3. The resulting preflight
report confirmed that the
Incorrect profile had been set

Implementation of PDF/X-3 in Production

Appendix D:
Vector Profiles

and, subsequentially, the NexStation RIP’s support of the
same, PDF test targets were placed below. If all color profiles
are accurately interpreted in each stage of the production
workflow, the red and cyan blocks will each print as a
uniform area, shown below on the left side (actual target).
If color management is not working properly, one or more
patches will show a different red or cyan (simulation shown
below on the right side).

Color management workflows are often benchmarked on
the results obtained from the profile conversions as they
relate to raster image data. Vector graphics are potentially
subject to all of the same profile conversions but, in some
production scenarios, color management may be handled
differently for these vector objects. To establish both
PDF/X3’s support for color management of vector objects

Simulated example of improper
color management workflow

CMV_RGB_210.pdf

AdobeRGB

CIE RGB
L: 40 a: 54 b: 30

ColorMatchRGB

ProPhotoRGB

sRGB

Euroscale Coated v2

ISO Coated FOGRA27
L: 60 a: -25 b: -15

Japan Web Coated (Ad)

Photoshop 5 Default

Web Coated SWOP v2
CMV_CMYK_300.pdf

Both PDF vector targets above, (red for RGB and cyan for CMYK), are derived from a common LAB reference value
(shown on the left of a given block) that are within the gamut of many profiles used in many production workflows. For
each block, each patch on the right is in either RGB or CMYK and, to render accurately, must have its embedded profile
utilized for rendering.
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Matching Electrophotographic Color
Printing to Offset Lithography Color Measurement Targets Perform Magic
Henry B. Freedman
Key Words

runs. This feat was demonstrated in a test performed at the
Rochester Institute of Technology‘s Printing Applications
Laboratory in conjunction with the Technology Watch
newsletter (Freedman, 2004).

process matching, profiling, electrophotography and offset,
proofing, digital printing

Abstract

Many Benefits from Wedding the
Processes

Today dry toner electrophotographic production color
printing systems can match the appearance of commercial
offset lithography. This paper discusses the benefits of the
combination of these two processes, briefly outlines their
application and explains how the printed demonstration
samples were produced.

The ability of one production process to emulate
economically a different printing process offers powerful
flexibilities for printing production facilities. In particular,
the ability of a digital color press to match the image quality
of an offset lithographic press has many practical benefits.
To start with, digital color production printing greatly
changes the economics of print. You can see samples of this
here in your own hands on pages 34 and 35 of this issue of
Test Targets 6.0.

Introduction
Advancements in computerized digital image controls
coupled with the commercial success of today’s electronic
production color printing technology are opening an
enormous range of opportunities in printing. Some of
the capabilities brought by digital production printing are
completely new. An example is the ability to mass produce
personalized print communications. While continuous press
runs are often in the thousands, the new capability provides
printed message content customized to an audience of one.
This variable printing offers print customers new ways to
improve the performance of printed communications. It has
led to startups in the printing business and to many new
software vendor entrants helping print facilities produce
“relationship printing.”
Another and equally powerful new capability is that
this new technology integrates with and complements
offset lithography and other conventional forms of
printing. The integration of offset lithography with color
electrophotographic printing, using a Kodak NexPress
digital press and color management, is the topic of this paper.
It is the intent of this paper to help the trade production
color shop obtain similar results.
Today we have interchangeable electronic production
color printing processes, where digital color presses produce
proof sheets and initial run quantities for longer offset print

A Short List of Benefits
The most impressive benefits of process integration and
substitution of offset lithography with electronic digital
color production printing include the following:
1. Electronic printing can proof offset printing.
2. Electronic printing can share prepress workflows.
3. Electronic printing can be used for low volume color
runs (up to 10,000 pages), large volumes can be produced
by offset lithography, and additional low volumes can again
be printed electronically.
4. It is possible to have signatures of both processes in a
single publication, as was done in this one.
5. Electronic printing can affordably provide printed
dummies of a large run for close examination prior to
longer press runs.
6. A small shop can produce print quality competitive
with the best output of larger firms.
To accomplish this, proper color profiling of both
processes is essential. The following is the step-by-step
method that was used to match the printing on the next
two pages.
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This test page and its facing page demonstrate a cross-system color
match between the Heidelberg sheet-fed offset press and the NexPress
2100 digital press. Two workflows are involved in producing these two
pages: (1) RGB images are first converted to offset press CMYK space;
and (2) CMYK images from the offset color space are then converted to
the NexPress space with the use of a device link profile. In this case, the
offset print acts as the reference and the NexPress print acts as a color
proof. The same paper was used for both printing processes. A match
is rarely perfect; the question is, how well did it work: for the average
customer, for a print professional, for a color scientist?

Kodak NexPress 2100
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Heidelberg SpeedMaster 74
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Matching Electrophotographic Color Printing to . . .

How This Process Comparison Was
Printed - a Technical Discussion

Printing the Digital Electrophotographic Page
(Page 34)
The IT8.7/3 profiling target was printed during a calibration
run on the Kodak NexPress 2100 digital press at RIT. The
press had previously been optimized for the same paper
which was also used for the CGATS run.
The NexPress color profiles were generated using
GretagMacbeth ProfileMaker 5.05 with 280% total area
coverage.
To prepare the images on page 34 for the NexPress run,
CMYK images from the offset color space are converted
to the NexPress space with the use of a device link profile.
In this case, the offset print acts as the reference and the
NexPress print acts as a color proof.

The process requires proper production color targets and
proper “printing by the numbers” controls, as described
below. The side-by-side demonstration on pages 34 and
35 shows that the Kodak NexPress 2100 print engine
provides the fundamental capabilities for delivering offsetcompatible color and image detail. Note, however, that color
management is required to adapt the digital color data that
has been prepared for a lithographic offset colorant set so
that the colors are correctly remixed for the digital colorant
set. This color adjustment does not run automatically out
of the box. However, like all properly managed printing
processes, outstanding results can be achieved efficiently
with color management and experience.
RIT’s Printing Applications Lab has a Kodak NexPress
2100 print engine and a Creo CTP platesetter. It was a
natural to select Kodak and Creo to attain a quality result.
Connected to the Kodak NexPress was the appropriate
NexStation RIP. The following methodology was used to
match the images from the two printing systems:

Process control
The requisite components for this match are an offset
press, a color manageable digital press, appropriate IT8 and
other test targets, a spectrophotometer, and appropriate
color profiling software controls for the digital process. A
consistent run quality on the offset press is essential, which
requires the use of test targets such as color control bars
and exposure control targets on the plates.
If both processes were to print on the same sheet of paper,
(which was not the case here), reduced anti-offset spray
powder is suggested. Additionally, the ink type run on the
offset press must be compatible with the digital press so that
problems will not occur on the latter from fusing/drying.
Once a match is accomplished and repeated, the benefits
described herein are available for your printing production
runs. This is all made possible by the use of printed image
targets and printing by the numbers controls.

Reference printing condition
There was a previous press run in June 2006 at RIT for
CGATS on the Heidelberg Speedmaster 74 press, where press
conditions were carefully controlled and documented. The
IT8.7/4 profiling target was printed in two orientations, the
measurements were averaged and profiles were generated
using GretagMacbeth ProfileMaker 5.05 with 320% total
area coverage. This press run and its profiles is taken as an
internal reference at RIT and is the basis for printing this
Test Targets booklet.
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Bridging Traditional and Digital Printing
Standards
Matthew Rees and Robert Chung
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Introduction
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A discussion of print quality needs to be prefaced by a
definition of quality. ISO 9000 standards define quality
as the achievement of all those inherent features and
characteristics of a product or service, which are required
by a customer. The printing industry traditionally has been
a craft-based industry. Within the printing industry, an
expected level of quality is determined by a customer; for
a business to succeed, this level of quality has to be met.
The printing industry is very similar to many other
consumer-driven industries. There are varying degrees of
expected quality for different products. When discussing
image quality, the degree of image quality for a grocery
bag (a commodity) can be expected to be lower than the
degree of image quality for the packaging of a perfume
bottle (a high-value item). Failure to meet a customer’s
level of expected quality will result in the printer initiating
a correction. This may mean a reprint of the entire/portions
of the job or a repair of the nonconforming product.

Abstract
The printing industry has been a craft-based industry.
Printers work closely with their clients to meet their quality
requirements. The approach to quality has been primarily
defect-detection based, i.e., customers visually evaluate
print quality for defects, e.g., hickies, text readability, color
variation, extraneous marks, etc. If the severity of print
demerit exceeds a pre-determined threshold, then the print
shipment is rejected. Such quality assurance by attributes
has been practiced at the Government Printing Office.
Existing printing standards, e.g., ISO 2846, ISO 12647,
specify process ink standards and process control aim
points. These standards of the International Organization
of Standardization help foster material conformance and
process consistency for conventional printing processes.
They do not however address the quality dimension
of visual demerits. Two printing standards, e.g., ISO
13660 and ISO 19751, being developed by engineers
from digital printing equipment manufacturers, have
begun to standardize the method of evaluating printing
systems. These new breed of standards allow for quantifying
the visual significance of a print demerit. In theory the
implementation of these standards will facilitate the shift
the image quality assessment from defect-detection to
defect-prevention.
The goal of this article is to examine these standards as
a whole and to explore how quality assurance practices
may be handled differently as the printing industry moves
toward a manufacturing modeled industry.

Expected Quality
The rigor of quality can be classified into three categories as
shown in Figure 1. Inferred, expressed but not documented,
or expressed and documented. Inferred quality levels are
quality levels for which no explicit requirements have been
articulated. The customer in this scenario relies on the
expertise and experience of the printer to craft a product
which the printer believes is best tailored to the customers
needs.
There are three outcomes for inferred levels of quality.
The first and most ideal outcome is that the product meets
the customer’s expectations. The second is that the product
exceeds the customer’s expectations, and the third is that the
product fails to meet the expectations of the customer. While
exceeding the customer’s expectations sounds positive, the
cost of maintaining higher than required levels of quality
will be absorbed by the manufacturer. Failure to meet
expectations will result in the reject or rerun of a job.
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When quality levels are expressed but not documented,
the requirements expressed by the customer are either
met or not met. Failure to meet any undocumented
requirements opens the door for renegotiations of a
previously agreed upon compensation.
QUALITY
REQUIREMENTS
INFERRED and
EXPRESSED BUT
NOT DUCUMENTED
QUALITY EXPECTATIONS

The evaluation of image quality traditionally has been
one of visual defect detection, as assessed by the customer.
The presence or absence of undesired visual print attributes
within a final product (e.g., hickies, poor text readability,
excessive color variation, extraneous marks) would lead
to the rejection or acceptance of a job. A model such as
the QATAP, which defines attributes and measurement
procedures, allows the use of a demerit system to determine
if a job meets the required quality levels. In practice, a print
demerit is assigned to attributes of the printed product
that are inadequate, unacceptable, or which fail to meet
definitive requirements. As seen in Table 1, there are three
categories of a defect.

OUTCOME

EXCEEDS
VENDOR ABSORBES
COST
MEETS
VARIATION IN REPEATABILITY
OF EXPECTED QUALITY EXISTS

Table 1: The minor, major, and critical defects
define how samples of a product will be assessed
for quality.

FAILS TO MEET
REJECT OR REWORK OF JOB
VENDOR ABSORBES COST
EXPRESSED AND
DOCUMENTED
QUALITY EXPECTATIONS

QUALITY EXPECTATATIONS
ARE MET
DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED
THAT CERTIFITES THAT QUALITY
EXPECTATIONS HAVE BEEN MET
IS PROVIDED.

Minor Defect

Minor defects are slight
imperfections which if noticed
would not be the source of any
complaint. A minor defect, e.g.
hickies, does not fall outside
of any specified numerical
tolerances.

Major Defect

Major defects seriously affect
the overall visual appearance of
the product. Examples of these
defects are streaks and mottle.
Major defects fall outside of
the specified tolerances.

Critical Defect

A serious deviation from
specifications which jeopardize
the integrity of the product
(e.g. the cover of a book tears
away from the spine when its
laid flat)

Figure 1: The expectiation of image quality and
what is delivered can lead to various outcomes

Expected Quality Expanded
The Quality Assurance Through Attributes Program
(QATAP) instituted by the Government Printing Office
(GPO) is a good example of the third category of expected
quality levels. The third category represents a situation
where quality is expressed and documented. The GPO is
an agency within the legislative branch whose mission is to
produce and distribute information products and services
using both traditional and digital printing processes.
Approximately 70% of the work being printed is purchased
from commercial sources. In the late seventies, the GPO
initiated a program aimed at setting, defining, and assessing
the quality of the products that were being purchased.
(United States Government Printing Office, 1998).
In an effort to assure the quality of the products being
produced, the GPO instituted the QATAP. The primary
purpose of the QATAP is to identify and communicate
the attributes that will be inspected for quality prior to
the production of the contracted product. The QATAP
describes quality in terms of definable and measurable
attributes.

When the number of print demerits exceeds a specified
level, there is sufficient cause to reject the job.

Offset Print Standards
Offset printing, because of its maturity, has at its disposal
a tool box full of standards and practices that allow for the
measurement of material conformance to specifications
and aim points. As shown in Table 2, these standards and
practices enable the printer great control over instituting
measures to prevent defects.
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ISO 1524

Provides procedures for
measuring fineness of
grind

ISO 12644

Facilitates the
measurement of viscosity

ISO 12634

Allows for the measurement
of ink tack

ISO 2470

Enables the brightness of a
substrate to be measured

ISO 5626

Provides procedures
for measuring folding
endurance

ISO 8254

Specifies how to measure
the gloss of a substrate

ISO 12647

Specifies colorimetric
properties and
transparency of process
color inks

ISO 2846

Provides colorimetric
specifications for process
color printing of major
printing processes.

Digital printing when compared to offset printing is a
hands-off process. An offset press operator who has tested
the inks and substrates can make modifications (e.g., the
addition of surfactants, defoamers, primers, etc. or the
adjustment of plate pressure, press speed, ink coverage,
etc.) either prior to a press run or on the fly to account for
any problems that might occur on the press. On the flipside,
a digital press operator needs to have new substrates
certified by the press manufacture to run properly. And
any adjustments that need to be made to the actual press
require the intervention of a digital press technician.

Digital Print Standards
Two standards, as summarized in Table 3, with the
goal of helping in the assessment of print quality of digital
devices, have and are being developed.

ISO 13660

Table 3: ISO 13660 is currently an established
standard, while ISO 19751 is still in development.

ISO 19751

Process Control

Material Conformance

Table 2: Offset print standards afford the printer
a great deal of control over the conformance of
materials before they enter the production process.
Where these standards fail, is in addressing the
visual significance of any print defects

Offset vs Digital Print Standards
Offset printing is based on an open system, where by the
printer is allowed to choose the materials and processes
necessary to meet the customers requirements. Digital
printing is a closed system. Digital printers are at the mercy
of the digital press manufactures to provide them with the
tools and materials.
The material conformance standards that are applicable
to offset printing are not as applicable to digital printing.
Many of the digital materials used in the presses are
proprietary to the manufacture of the digital press.
Substrates running through a digital device will behave
differently from digital press to digital press. A Xerox dry
toner will not work in a Nexpress device, nor will the gamut
of either be the same. There is no standard test for toner
conformance. If serious problems arise on press, there is
very little an operator can do.

Provides definitions for many print attributes,
provides bitmap test patterns, and provides
a method for measuring those attributes. For
example, attributes such as line width, mottle,
and raggedness, now have definitions and
methods for measurement.
Seeks to resolve the shortcomings of ISO
13660. These shortcomings are that some key
digital attributes, such as banding and gloss
uniformity were not defined and that many of
the evaluation methods are difficult to conduct.
ISO 19751 will hopefully expand the definition
of print attributes which comprise print quality
and allow for an easier implementation of the
measurement

The primary use of these standards is to allow digital press
manufacturers a standardized method for benchmarking
their digital presses. As methods for quantifying print
attributes are refined and as the thresholds for a given
attribute are determined, those attributes can be engineered
out of the printing system.
From a print supplier and print purchaser perspective,
these new standards could be used to assign levels of visual
significance on print attributes. For example, there is no
offset method for quantifying text quality; ISO 19751 has
the potential to provide a method for quantifying line
quality (often associated with text quality).
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Bridging Traditional and Digital Printing Standards

The manufacturing process
and the application of standards
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Pictorial Color Reference Images

words, there is a need to measure color from the image to
determine proof-to-print match objectively. In addition,
we often evaluate colorimetric accuracy of a printer profile
with the use of color patches that are the whole or a subset
of the profiling target instead of using color patches that
are independent of the profiling target. As such, a collection
of pictorial color reference images is created to bridge the
gap between the need for visual assessment and quantitative
analysis of pictorial color image reproduction.

Robert Chung
Introduction
We use color measurement data to construct printer profiles.
When we apply these profiles in a color-managed workflow,
we often look at printed pictorial color reproduction as a
means to evaluate the color management performance.
This may be sufficient for visual assessment of RGB images
that are converted to a CMYK condition. But, this may
not be sufficient for visual assessment of a color proof that
should match the appearance of a press sheet. In other

What is PCRI?
Pictorial Color Reference Images (PCRI; pronounced peecree) is a special collection of digital images. Each image

PCRI_20.jpg

PCRI_03.jpg

PCRI_08.jpg
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is 8” x 6” in size and has two components: (1) a 300-ppi
resolution sRGB image of a real-life scene and (2) 16 color
values derived from the image. There are twenty digital
images in the PCRI collection.
The initial selection of images was based on pleasing colors
seen in a variety of scenes with different hue, chroma, and
lightness. For examples, one of the PCRI image is a lake view
with blue sky and white clouds; the other is a close-up view
of a tree peony with vibrant hues of different colors, another
image is a woman’s face with hairpiece, etc.
Each image was then cropped to 8” x 5” in Photoshop
CS2. This was followed by adding an inch at the bottom of
the canvas to accommodate two rows of colors selected from

the scene. To select colors from the scene, two colors of visual
interests were picked with one as the foreground and the
other as the background using Photoshop’s Color Picker tool.
The gradation tool was used and a gradient was applied to the
8” x 0.5” block. The next step is to select a color from within
a 1” x 0.5” area and fill the area with the selected color; thus,
altering the gradient into a step-wise gradient as shown in
the each PCRI image. The process was repeated for creating
eight more colors in the second row of the image.

How to use PCRI?
A pictorial color reference image is a visual stimulus that
links to the perception of a scene and the psychological

PCRI_12.jpg

PCRI_07.jpg

PCRI_04.jpg
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response of the viewer. By assigning the sRGB color space
to the image, PCRI represents known RGB values in the
source color space.
PCRI images can be used to evaluate print quality of
output devices. We can use PCRI images to examine the
effect of color rendering intent visually. When there are
multiple output devices or substrates available, we can use
PCRI images to study how the appearance of color images
is preserved in different CMYK spaces.
When color matching between two devices are critical,
e.g., a press and a proofer, we can use PCRI images to
visually examine the appearance agreement between the
two hardcopies under the same viewing condition. Parallel

to visual assessment, we can measure color patches from
hardcopies and perform color difference analyses. The goal
of the quantitative assessment is to correlate the subjective
visual judgment with the objective findings.

What is the PCRI List?
PCRI list is a collection of RGB data from the twenty PCRI
images. There are two rows of color patches (or 16 color
values) per image. Thus, the PCRI list contains 320 color
values. The PCRI list represents color of visual interest
typically found in digital images with various scenes. It is
independent of device color values used in printer profile
construction.

PCRI_09.jpg

PCRI_11.jpg

PCRI_16.jpg
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How to use the PCRI List?
Being a text file, the PCRI list can be edited using Microsoft
Excel. More importantly, ColorThink 3.0 Pro can (1)
convert an RGB list to its correspondent CIELAB list
via a selected ICC profile and a color rendering intent,
(2) compare two CIELAB lists in terms of their color
differences, and (3) display a color list as individual colors
in 3-dimension for visual examination. ColorThink 3.0
Pro can also transform a synthetic color target from a
TIFF image into a color list. In a sense, ColorThink 3.0
Pro provides us with a color management simulation
environment. We can use the simulation to observe what
happened to PCRI images when printed. We can also

use the PCRI list to predict quantitative color differences
between two color output devices.

Summary
Creating the PCI list from a collection of RGB images was
the result of learning from our past experiences. Exploring
ways to leverage the use of the PCRI list in ColorThink
3.0 Pro is a new color management initiative at RIT. This
article serves to provide a beginning. PCRI images and the
PCRI list are available from the CMS web site at www.rit.
edu/~gravure/.

PCRI_13.jpg

PCRI_18.jpg

PCRI_19.jpg
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ΔE*ab vs. ΔE*00

between two colors. CIE continued to develop color
difference formulas, including ΔE94 , ΔECMC , and ΔE00. One
would wonder which ΔE serves as the best color ruler.

Color as Numbers
Color has three dimensions and can be specified by
numbers. Commission Internationale de l'Eclairage (CIE)
developed the CIELAB color space in 1976 where three
numbers, L*, a*, and b*, are used to describe a color. CIE
also developed a color difference formula in 1976 with the
symbol, ΔEab, which expresses the total color difference

Color as Visual Sensation
This page and the facing page show five color pairs (gray,
red, blue, green, and yellow). If you measure the color
difference between any color pair in ΔEab, you will find
out that the color difference is close to either 5 ΔEab or

ΔEab 5

∆E 5
Col or Pa ir

Pred icted
∆E ab

Predicted
∆E 00

Gr a y

5.5

7.9

Red

5.4

2.6

Blu e

5.6

5.1

Gre en

3.9

2.0

Yellow

4.1

2.4
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have similar ΔEab values, do you see there is a larger color
difference in the gray pair than in the color pairs? The
answer should be ‘Yes.’ Predicted ΔEab and ΔE00 of these
color pairs are shown in the table below. With the ΔE00
formula, you will find out that color differences among
the five pairs are unequal. Do you notice that the ΔE*00
correlates with visual color difference better than that of
ΔEab?

10 ΔEab. If a color pair has similar visual difference as the
other, we would expect that the color difference between
the two color pairs to be similar. On the other hand, if a
color pair has larger visual difference than the other, we
would expect that the color difference between the two
color pairs to be different.

Which Color Ruler to Use?
Once you verify that the five color pairs within a test page

ΔEab 10

∆E 10
Col or Pa ir

Pred icted
∆E ab

Predicted
∆E 00

Gra y

9.9

9.9

Red

10 .8

3.2

Bl ue

11 .6

5.0

Gre en

10 .3

3.5

Yellow

8.8

2.1
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Handling Problem Images:
Shadow/Highlight Adjustment

travel; more and more cell phones have built-in digital
cameras whether one needs the feature or not.

Entering the Digital Camera Era
The proliferation of digital camera has made photography
very popular among all ages. Professionals are replacing
their cameras using silver halide films with digital cameras
capable of capturing 18MB per frame; tourists are carrying
their pocket-size digital cameras no matter where they

Tools Needed for Producing Pleasing Images
When digital images are captured with automatic features
of the camera, e.g., white point balance, focus, exposure,
etc., the image quality obtained often are not at their
best. For those who are proud of having artistic talents in
producing pleasing photographic images, they need tools
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to allow them to fine-tune the image or to a greater extent,
to “turn a sow’s ear into a silk purse.”

shown, the initial images and their histograms are shown
at the top of the page. The amount of shadow adjustment
is shown in the middle dialog box. The adjusted images
and their histograms are shown at the bottom of the
page. Notice that the midtone distribution in the image
is increased while the amount of shadow pixels reduced;
and the shadow details, e.g., clarity of the water and ducks
swimming in the foreground; the merchandise under the
shade of the tent is enhanced.

Here Comes a Rescue
The Photoshop tool, Shadow/Highlight Adjustment,
tucked under Image>Adjustments, is very useful to either
lighten the shadow or darken the highlight region of a
digital image without causing banding, e.g., the gradual
change of tonality from light to dark. In the examples
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Bit Depth

at 4-bits. This poses the question: how much bit depth is
really necessary?
Below is a series of illustrations to help the viewer judge
for themselves. Look closely at each image. Can you see the
visual diffence between them? What’s the lowest bit-depth
that still produced a quality image?

The introductioin of 16-bit digital capture for both scanning
and digital photography has heightened the debate as to
how much bit depth is necesary for quality reproduction.
In contrast to the high bit capabilities of many input
systems, output systems routinely render at 8-bits or less.
Many digital (toner-based) printers routinely achieve
high quality reproductions while only rendering images

8-bit

7-bit

6-bit

5-bit

4-bit

3-bit

2-bit

1-bit
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Effect of Monochrome Image
Reproduction

adapting a K-only ICC press profile to convert to grayscale.
The second method, shown in figure b, illustrates a CMYonly representation resulting from a CMY-only ICC press
profile used to convert directly from a grayscale file. The
third method illustrated, shown in figure c, shows the
results from creating a typical ICC CMYK profile.
Which of the three monochrome images looks the most
neutral?

How many ways can you effectively render a monochrome
image? Do the various monochrome areas, figures a, b, and
c below, look different? [Hint: Try using a loupe]
The image shown below is a CMYK image illustrating
three variations for monochrome conversion. The first
method, shown in figure a, is K-only resulting from
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Grey Component Replacement

The concept of GCR is demonstrated here by (1)
constructing two ICC profiles for the NexPress 2100 digital
press under two GCR levels, i.e., GCR1 (light black) and
MaxK (heavy black), and a total area coverage (TAC) of
286 using ProfileMaker 5.04; (2) assigning the Adobe RGB
(1998) profile to an untagged RGB test image from GATF;
(3) performing RGB-to-CMYK conversion under relative
colorimetric rendering with black point compensation; and
(4) printing this page under the calibrated press condition.
Can you see the difference in the three-color (left) CMY
column and the black (middle) column between the two
GCR levels? Yet, they have the same visual appearance in
the four-color (right) CMYK column.

Pictorial images are captured in RGB color spaces and
printed in CMYK color spaces. When converting an image
from a three-channel RGB color space to a four-channel
CMYK color space, there is a degree of freedom when
mapping the color of a pixel from RGB to CMYK. Gray
component replacement (GCR) is that freedom when
deciding the amount of black in a pixel. In other words,
GCR is the process of removing some amount of chromatic
inks forming gray and replacing it with the equivalent
black ink.

3-color CMY

+

Black

=

4-color CMYK

GCR1

GCR1

GCR1

MaxK

MaxK

MaxK
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Press Run Organizer -- TT6 Cover
Press date:
Wed., Oct. 18, 2006
Project description: Test Targets 6.0 Cover
Project leader(s):
Telephone No:
Today's date/time:
Prepared by:

Robert Chung & Michael Riordan
475-2722; 475-4753 (o)
10/21/06
Bob and Michael
Job Specifications

Printing description: (1) Prepare publication cover using InDesign CS2 and
distill as PDF/X1a file; (2) prepare CtP using Creo Prinergy; (3) print to
specifications (one color, two-up) using Heidelberg SM 74; (4) ship 1,000
two-ups for bindery.
Product description: Cover printed by silver ink only; eight 8-page signatures
of text printed by 5-color sheetfed; three 4-page signatures by NexPress; die
score and Smyth sewn binding; trimmed to final size 8.5" x 11"; quantity:
Production Notes / Quality Assurance

PREPRESS

Front only- no printing inside
Notes on digital workflow:
(pick up TT5 InDesign & modify)
Paginated as reader's spead in InDesign CS2;
Signature contents: 1 front and back cover+type on spine
Generate PDF/X-1a using Prinergy PPD and JobOptions as single page;
Image resolution: n/a
Impose in Preps according to the imposition layout
Color control bar: n/a
Make sure 1/8" bleed is included in pagination; spine 7/32"
Local color bar
P ROOF
Note on impositio(see the Press Run Organizer -- TT6 Text)
Manufacturer: KPG
Brand: Approval
Proofing guide:
RIP/PLATE
Creo Prinergy 3; 150 lpi AM
Manufacturer: CREO VLF
2400 dpi
Brand: KPG(12mil); thermal Gold
late exposure guide: Rex28.eps, Kexp34.eps
PRESS
Manufacturer: Heidelberg sheetfed offset press
Brand: Heidelberg 6-color SM 74
Size (max): 20'x29' (max)
FOUNTAIN SOL'N
Notes on server: smb://cias-files.rit.edu/courses; then push to PAL server
Manufacturer: Anchor
Brand: #20047 Emerald Premium
Notes on RIP and screening:
pH/Conductivity: pH 4.0 buffered; Conduct. 3050
RIP: Creo Normalizer JTP; PS Version: 3011.104
BLANKET
Manufacturer: Day International 3000
Notes on standardized platemaking:
Plate dot is equal to digital dot on the color control bar.
Brand: Patriot
Packing: 0.006" over bearer (all units)
Use CCDot meter or 1 x 1 checkerboard to verify plate dots
INK
Pantone 788 Silver
Manufacturer:
Production schedules:
Brand:
Cover press run by Heidelberg: Wed., Oct. 18, 2006
Temp./Tack:
Text by Heidelberg: Oct. 31 & Nov. 1, 2006
PAPER
Text by Nexpress: Oct. 23 & 25, 2006
Bindery by Riverside: Thur., Nov. 2, 2006
Brand: New Somerset Gloss
Basis weigh / Size: 100# gloss cover, 20x26, grain long
Finished book delivery: Mon., Nov. 13, 2006
Quantity: 1,500 (save remaining 1,500)
Sappi 200
PRINTING
Reference:
GRACoL (1&2)
RIT/PAL 200
Ink-down sequence: Silver + lacquer (overall)
RIT/Sloan 200
RIT/SPM 900
*Solid ink density: K: n/a
M: n/a
(±0.10) C: 1n/a
Y: 1n/a
Paper donation: Sappi
**Dot gain: K: n/a
M: n/a
(-3%/+6%) C: n/a
Y: n/a
SAMPLING &
REPORTING

Collect 10 sheets at the time of color OK and bring back to the CMS lab for assessment, binding by hand, and filing.
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Press Run Organizer -- TT6 Text
Press date:
Project description:

October 31 & Nov. 1, 2006
Test Targets 6.0 Text

Project leader(s):
Telephone No:
Today's date/time:

Robert Chung & Franz Sigg
475-2722
10/21/06

Job Specifications
PREPRESS

Printing description: (1) Prepare publication text using InDesign CS2; (2) prepare
CtP with 150 lpi AM screening by Creo Prinergy; (3) print to specifications using
Heidelberg SM 74 as indicated; (4) ship 1,900 signatures for bindery.
Product description: Cover printed by silver ink only; eight 8-page signatures of
text printed by 5-color sheetfed; three 4-page signatures by NexPress; die score
and Smyth sewn binding; trimmed to final size 8.5" x 11"; quantity: 1,500]
Imposition and Signature Alignment of the Hybrid Digital/Offset Workflow

Print on both sides
Pg # + Sign. Pagination

Signature contents: Eight 8-page signatures
Image resolution: 300 ppi
Color control bar: RIT Color Control Bar
plus local color bar
PROOF
Manufacturer:
Brand:
Proofing guide:
RIP/PLATE
Creo Prinergy 3; 150 lpi AM
Manufacturer: CREO VLF
2400 dpi
Brand: KPG(12mil); thermal Gold
Plate exposure guide: Rex28.eps, Kexp34.eps
PRESS
Manufacturer: Heidelberg sheetfed offset press
Brand: Heidelberg 6-color SM 74
Size (max): 20'x29' (max)
FOUNTAIN SOL'N
Manufacturer: Anchor
Brand: #20047 Emerald Premium
pH/Conductivity: pH 4.0 buffered; Conduct. 3050
BLANKET
Manufacturer: Day International 3000
Brand: Patriot (77 mil, 4 ply, compressible)
Packing: 0.006" over bearer (all units)
INK
Process color
Manufacturer: Flint Ink Arrowstar ISO inks
Note: (see CGATS documentation)
Temp./Tack:
PAPER
Brand: New Somerset Gloss
Basis weigh / Size: 100# gloss text, 19x25, grain long
Quantity: 24,000
PRINTING
Reference:
CGATS_June 06
Ink-down sequence: blank-K-C-M-Y-K
SID (wet): K: 1.76
M: 1.51
(±0.10) C: 1.39
Y: 1.03
Dot gain: K: n/a
M: n/a
(-3%/+6%) C: n/a
Y: n/a
Note: The last signature requires two
blacks to print the color sequence
test forms.
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(CGATS press run in June 2006)

SAMPLING &
REPORTING

Collect 10 sheets at the time of color OK and bring back to the CMS lab for assessment, binding by hand, and filing.
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Digital Press Run Organizer -- TT6 Text
Press run date:
Project description:

Oct. 23 & 25, 2006
Test Targets 6.0 Text

Objectives: Printing description: (1) Prepare publication
text using InDesign CS2; (2) print to specifications using
NexPress as indicated; (4) ship 1,900 signatures for
bindery.

Project coordinators: Bob Chung (475-2722)
Michael Riordan, Franz Sigg
Today's date:
10/21/06

Product description: Cover printed by silver ink only;
eight 8-page signatures of text printed by 5-color sheetfed;
three 4-page signatures by NexPress; die score and Smyth
sewn binding; trimmed to final size 8.5" x 11"; quantity:
1500

Job Specifications

Production Data

FORMS
Number: 3 signatures
Descriptions: two letter sizes per form
(see dummy)
Image resolution: 300 ppi

Notes: All NexPress forms follow PDF/X3 workflow.
Imposition: (see the Press Run Organizer -- TT6 Text)

18”

PAGINATION
Software: InDesign CS2
Dimension: 12" x 18"
Color control bar: Already included in each form

12”
(grain short)

COMMUNICATION
File Submission Protocol: per PAL
File Creation Procedure: PDF/X-1a & PDF/X-3
Type of Proof: PDF
DFE
RIP manufacturer: Kodak NexPress
Brand: NexStation 3.3.0 BLD0147
Screening: Classic (C: 155 lpi, 15˚; M: 155 lpi,
75˚; Y: 180 lpi, 0˚; K: 155 lpi, 45˚)
PRESS
Notes:
Manufacturer: Kodak
Brand: NexPress
Number of colors: 4
Colorant sequence: KYMC
PAPER
Sappi
Notes:
Brand: New Somerset Gloss
Basis weight: 100# gloss text
Size: 19" x 25" (grain long)
PRINTING
Reference: PAL Std. Calib.
NexPress is calibrated using NexPress Process
Linearization 3.3.0Y on Sappi Lustro Gloss 118 gsm.

Signature 1: pp. 27-30
Signature 2: pp. 31-34
Signature 1 & 2 are nested in pagination
Signature 3: pp. 67-70

600 x 600 spi
D uplex printing
70 letter-size pages per min per side

Cut to
12 " x 18 "
grain short

QA VERIFICATION Custom 3-C Gray:
Aimpoint:
40 L* 0 A* 0 B*
3-C
K
% dot areas: C 63% M 65% Y 63%
equivalent
K 75%
ICC PROFILE

SAMPLING &
REPORTING

Profiled on New Somerset Gloss 100#,
NXP21-g50c_New_Somerset_Gloss_100_Text.icc

Keep the calibration record.
Collect 10 sheets and bring back to the CMS lab for assessment, binding by hand, and filing.
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About the Authors
Robert Chung, Gravure Research Professor
Robert Chung is a professor in the School of Print Media, Rochester Institute of Technology. Bob
teaches technical courses in process control, color management, and quality control. He received
his B. A. in Industrial Technology from Eastern Washington University in Cheney, Washington in
1972, and his M. S. from RIT in Rochester, New York in 1975. He has published over forty technical
papers. Bob was the recipient of the Michael H. Bruno Award, given by the Technical Association
of the Graphic Arts in 2006; the Education Award of Excellence, given by Graphic Arts Technical
Foundation in 1991. Bob was named the RIT Gravure Research Professor in 2004 with the mandate
to develop a gravure research agenda and curriculum to help students understand the gravure
process and explore career opportunities in the gravure industry.
He can be reached at: rycppr@rit.edu.

Franz Sigg, Research Associate
Franz Sigg is a teacher, researcher, and thesis adviser to students at the School of Print Media at
Rochester Institute of Technology. He holds a Master of Science degree in Prinitng Technology
from RIT. He has spent much of his professional career developing, testing, and producing both
analog and digital test targets for the graphic arts industry. Currently, he is involved in designing and
programming PostScript targets for digital imaging systems. Recently Franz developed specialized
test targets and test forms to help optimize and calibrate CTP systems, particularly for newsprint.
Franz was the 1998 TAGA Honors Award recipient.
He can be reached at: fxsppr@rit.edu.

Michael Riordan, Assistant Professor
Michael Riordan is an Assistant Professor at RIT’s School of Print Media where he teaches coursework
relating to color, premedia, and print production workflows. Through his research at RIT, he has
specialized in streamlining workflow practices and works closely with publishers, print service
providers, and creative agencies to help assess and optimize their production environments. Michael
holds a Master of Science in Graphic Arts Systems from the Rochester Institute of Technology.
He can be reached at: mprppr@rit.edu.

Fred Hsu, Color Specialist
Fred works for RIT's Printing Applications Laboratory as a Color Specialist. Upon receiving a
Master of Arts in Graphic Communications from New York University in 2002, he started a second
Master’s degree from RIT’s Printing Technology Program. Fred is involved in research related to
process control and color management. He has extensive experience in coding macros that enable
Excel spreadsheets to perform calculations and graphics for color analysis and process control
applicatins.
Fred can be reached at: cyhter@rit.edu.
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Henry Freedman, Technology Watch Newsletter
Henry B. Freedman is a third-generation printer who graduated from Rochester Institute of
Technology with B.S. in Printing Technology and special studies in Photographic Science and
Engineering. While a freshman, he invented a single-bath lithographic film processing system
capable of developing, stopping, and fixing a lithographic image within a single chemistry. In 1975,
the 3M Corporation awarded Freedman a Graduate Research Fellowship to attend the George
Washington University, where he received his MBA. In 1989, Freedman was granted a U.S. Patent
for his invention automating interconnection of printing requestors with printing facilities while
delivering automated control of the printing manufacturing facilities. This work has achieved
pioneering patent status at the U.S. Patent Office. Freedman has written over 400 articles in
Technology Watch newsletter, which he has edited and published for 20 years.
He can be reached at: h.freedman@worldnet.att.net.

Doug Caruso, Speedway Press
Doug Caruso is co-owner of Speedway Press, Inc. in Oswego, NY. He is a graduate of the RIT School
of Print Media, earning a Bachelor of Science in 1971 and, most recently, a Master of Science in
Printing Technology in 2005. His article "A Real World Color Management Journey in Commercial
Printing", written while he was a graduate student, appeared in Test Target 4.0.
He can be reached at: rspeedw1@twcny.rr.com.

Dimitrios Ploumidis, Pacific Southwest Container
Dimitrios is working as a Color Assurance Engineer at Pacific Southwest Container. He received
a Master of Science degree in Print Media with a concentration in Color Science. His thesis dealt
with the reproduction of Special Spot Colors. He also holds a degree in Business Administration
and has worked as a photographer and designer. Dimitrios has done research, published articles
and given presentations on PDF/X, spot colors, and ICC color management.
He can be reached at dploumidis@teampsc.com.

Matthew Rees, Graduate Student
Matthew Rees received a Bachelor of Art degree in Graphic Design from Rochester Institute of
Technology in 2002 and worked as a freelance designer before returning to graduate school in 2005.
He is currently in his second year of graduate studies at the School of Print Media, where his research
and studies are focused on digital image quality, color management, and process control.
He can be reached at: mjr1768@yahoo.com.
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Cover printed at RIT’s Printing Applications Laboratory on the Heidelberg Speedmaster
74 Sheetfed Press with New Somerset Gloss Cover 100#
Body printed at RIT’s Printing Applications Laboratory on New Somerset Gloss Text
100# on the Heidelberg Speedmaster 74
Pages 27-34 and 67-70 printed on NexPress 2100 Digital Press
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